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1. PURPOSE
Metropolitan areas, across the nation and around the world, are facing a technology revolution that
could fundamentally change how people and goods move from place to place. This seismic shift in
transportation and mobility, combined with the uncertainty associated with COVID-19, will bring new
opportunities and challenges. Automated, Connected, Electric and Shared-use (ACES) vehicles are
expected to make travel safer and more efficient, and greatly improve mobility, particularly for older
adults and other underserved populations. ACES could also have adverse consequences, such as longer
commutes, increased traffic, higher vehicle costs or create an even wider gap in mobility through access
and use of transportation technology.
This document is intended to support state and local planning agencies, such as metropolitan planning
organizations (MPOs), by providing language and ideas that they may incorporate in their policies, projects
or other planning documents to meet current state transportation planning requirements regarding
ACES vehicles. The intent of this document is to foster collaboration with the Florida Department of
Transportation’s (FDOT) efforts to improve safety and mobility, preserve existing infrastructure, and
enhance economic competitiveness, with MPO plans and emerging mobility opportunities. References
for ACES-based planning are found in state statutes that require emerging technologies to be reflected
in transportation infrastructure and financial planning (Section 339.175 (7), Florida Statutes,:
“. . . . The long-range transportation plan must, at a minimum: . . .
(c) Assess capital investment and other measures necessary to:
1. Ensure the preservation of the existing metropolitan transportation system including
requirements for the operation, resurfacing, restoration, and rehabilitation of major roadways
and requirements for the operation, maintenance, modernization, and rehabilitation of public
transportation facilities; and
2. Make the most efficient use of existing transportation facilities to relieve vehicular
congestion, improve safety, and maximize the mobility of people and goods. Such efforts must
include, but are not limited to, consideration of infrastructure and technological improvements
necessary to accommodate advances in vehicle technology, such as autonomous technology
and other developments.”
This document may also be used as a resource for Florida’s MPOs as they update their Long-Range
Transportation Plans (LRTPs). Guidance on how to achieve solutions to the different technology
challenges, is presented, and in many cases is addressed through specific discussion points in technical
advisory committees. Example language can be incorporated or modified as appropriate for each MPO
given their uniqueness in needs, challenges, and circumstances. Technology advancement, public
acceptance, market penetration, and supporting infrastructure investment will likely vary between
metropolitan areas. For MPOs that are using a scenario planning process as part of the LRTP update,
this document provides narrative options for each ACES technology that align with the spectrum of
different technology futures — ranging from very little change in existing conditions, to a complete
shift in transportation mobility that is ACES dependent. Each MPO can also consider aligning emerging
technology solutions with common LRTP goals and objectives, and apply representative language
provided in this document as desired. MPOs can also leverage the results from funded projects to
be better positioned to compete for, or become a partner in future opportunities, by incorporating
emerging ACES technology to address transportation challenges they now face or may face in the
future.
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This approach also allows MPOs to incorporate language that reflects different rates of change for each
technology. For instance, the influence of electric vehicles in one area may be realized sooner than
that of automated, connected, or shared-use vehicles. Sample language is therefore provided for each
technology that reflects the diversity of these mutually exclusive technology futures.
The document is organized as follows:
»

Section 2 provides a brief history of emerging technology activities for MPOs;

»

Section 3 demonstrates how the approach aligns with current FDOT policies;

»

Section 4 provides a summary of how recent Florida MPO LRTP updates have incorporated
emerging technologies into their plans; and

»

Sections 5 – 8 provide example policies and how they can be used to achieve LRTP goals:
•

Section 5 addresses automated vehicles;

•

Section 6 addresses connected vehicles;

•

Section 7 addresses electric vehicles; and

•

Section 8 addresses shared-use vehicles.
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2. BACKGROUND
The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, signed December 4, 2015, identifies emerging
technologies as a potential component to achieve many of the safety and mobility performance goals for
the nation’s transportation system. Several FAST Act programs, such as the Advanced Transportation
and Congestion Management Technologies Deployment Program and the Technology and Innovation
Deployment Program, look to further advance how emerging technologies can positively impact the
transportation system.
The uncertainty regarding the timing and impact of ACES vehicles provides a unique challenge to
transportation planners and planning agencies. The impact these technologies could have on safety,
congestion, mobility, transportation funding, and travel patterns are as potentially profound as they
are uncertain. To help MPOs begin the process of integrating the impacts these technologies have into
long range transportation plans, FDOT completed the Guidance for Assessing Planning Impacts and
Opportunities of Automated, Connected, Electric and Shared-Use Vehicles in September 20181. Within
this document, three categories with six different future emerging technology scenarios involving
connected vehicles (CV) and autonomous vehicles (AV) were identified that correlated to Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) guidance (Figure 1).
Figure 1: FHWA 2035 CV/AV Scenarios

Source: HNTB.

In general, the level of Connected and Automated Vehicle integration in each scenario is generally
categorized to be the following:
Slow Roll – limited AV and CV market penetration, primarily defined by demonstration or pilot projects
and Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) features such as lane keeping assist, adaptive cruise
control, parking assist or valet features, and limited segments of facilities offering connected vehicle
safety messaging.
AV Managed Lane Network – a small percentage of the overall vehicle fleet have complete autonomous
driving capability. Their presence is focused within the AV network laneage. Many vehicles in this
scenario utilize some form of ADAS features.
Ultimate Driver Assist – Very few vehicles have any advanced AV features. Most AV uses are through
activities described within the Slow Roll scenario. A larger percentage of vehicles include CV features in
an effort to improve safety and operational performance on the transportation network.
Niche Market – AV penetration is similar to the AV Managed Lane Network scenario, with AV use
confined to specific neighborhood streets or communities, and minimal use of CV features.
Competing Fleets – A significant percentage of vehicles have AV driving capabilities but have limited
vehicle to vehicle communications.
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RoboTransit - A significant percentage of vehicles have AV and CV driving and communication
capabilities.
Additional information concerning the vehicle penetration assumptions can be found in Table 14 of
FDOT’s Guidance for Assessing Planning Impacts and Opportunities of Automated, Connected, Electric
and Shared-Use Vehicles report.
This document builds upon the impacts and considerations identified in the guidance document, and
provides specific language and ideas for LRTP goals, objectives, performance measures, policies,
prioritization processes, or projects that MPOs can incorporate into their planning documents as they
desire. As technology and its integration into transportation infrastructure advances, refinements to
the supporting language and the most appropriate scenario for the region can be updated as needed.
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3. ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT POLICIES
It is important to understand how ACES are integrated in current transportation policies, plans, and
focus areas. The Florida Transportation Plan is the state’s long-range transportation plan. The FDOT
MPO Program Management Handbook provides guidance on how activities that may be necessary
to incorporate ACES into planning documents can be achieved. The “Vital Few” helps guide FDOT’s
approach to developing transportation investment priorities. These guidance documents and principles
embrace ACES and address emerging issues associated with rapidly changing technology.

3.1. Florida Transportation Plan
The Florida Transportation Plan (FTP) is important because it not only sets a long-range vision for the
future, but also guides today’s transportation policies and decisions. Addressing emerging issues, such
as new technologies, is one of the top focus areas within the FTP. To address ACES and other emerging
transportation technologies in the FTP update, the FTP Steering Committee established an ACES
Subcommittee to provide policy guidance on emerging technologies. Subcommittee recommendations
will be incorporated into the new FTP, scheduled for release in December 2020. The updated Vision
element, released in May 2020, identified Innovation as a key driver for guiding how people work,
interact and travel. “Private enterprises are at the forefront of new mobility options and services,
ranging from shared vehicles to micromobility, from automated vehicles to alternative fuels. Public/
private partnerships are advancing new infrastructure and services, sharing risk and reward.”2

3.2. FDOT MPO Program Management Handbook
The FDOT MPO Program Management Handbook provides guidance to MPOs for the development
of their Long-Range Transportation Plans. Section 4.2.23. of the handbook, titled “State Requirements
for the LRTP”, states that MPOs should “Assess capital investment and other measures necessary to
make the most efficient use of existing transportation facilities to relieve vehicular congestion, improve
safety, and maximize the mobility of people and goods. Such efforts must include, but are not limited to,
consideration of infrastructure and technological improvements necessary to accommodate advances in
vehicle technology, such as autonomous technology and other developments.”4

3.3. Vital Few
The Vital Few represent the focus areas within investment priorities, such a safety and system
preservation, set forth by FDOT Secretary Thibault as an overarching approach to developing
transportation improvements. Namely, the Vital Few include:
✓ developing a strong workforce,
✓ improving safety,
✓ enhancing mobility,
✓ and inspiring innovation.
From an ACES perspective, this could include planning activities, such as, but not limited to:
»

Developing and coordinating policies and training to guide the department’s extensive public
involvement processes

»

Coordinating corridor planning policies

»

Coordinating policy and programming for the Strategic Intermodal System (SIS)

»

Coordinating policy and programming for the Shared Use Nonmotorized (SUN) Trail Network

»

Coordinating and establishing statewide standards for transportation system modeling to
support long range planning
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»

Collecting and maintaining core statistics, measures and trends to inform transportation
planning, programming and development

»

Coordinating and reporting state and federal performance measures

»

These activities are oftentimes initiated at the MPO level. Early integration of ACES
considerations, when combined with a holistic regional strategy to ACES development can
provide opportunities for ACES components to be incorporated into identified infrastructure
improvements that incorporate Vital Few guidance and investment priorities.
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4. RECENTLY ADOPTED MPO LRTP LANGUAGE
ACES can be incorporated into LRTPs in varying ways given that:
»

Different regions have different needs and solution preferences and – therefore – priorities.

»

ACES adoption and market penetration will vary across regions,

»

Florida Statues are not prescriptive on how to include ACES in MPO LRTPs, and therefore
encourage approaches tailored to regional needs.

Seven MPOs, Transportation Planning Agencies (TPAs) and Transportation Planning Organizations
(TPOs) that adopted LRTP updates in 2019 included ACES or emerging technologies into their longrange plans and are summarized below. This collection of activities, policies, and documents provide
some of the latest thinking of how various agencies have addressed ACES. The approach and final
products understandably vary as ACES adoption and community demographics reflect different needs
and solution preferences.

4.1. Palm Beach TPA
In addition to surveying residents on their willingness to utilize AVs, the Palm Beach TPA identifies
Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSM&O) strategies ranging from traffic and
transit management to technologies aimed at active travelers, work zones, and newly adopted vehicle
technologies such as ACES vehicles. The TPA is also dedicated to assisting Palm Tran’s move towards
an electric vehicle transit fleet. They have identified one of their goals as “Preserve the Environment”
with a performance measure of 75% electric vehicles in the rubber-tire transit fleet by 2030 and 100%
by 2045.
The Palm Beach TPA LRTP further identifies a State Roadway Enhancements and Modifications
(STREAM) Program and a Local Initiatives (LI) Program wherein funding prioritization includes design,
right-of-way acquisition, and construction/implementation for ACES implementation projects such as
technology investments (adaptive traffic signals, autonomous and connected vehicle systems), as well
as Palm Tran purchase of electric buses and charging stations.

4.2. Miami-Dade TPO
The Miami-Dade TPO 2045 LRTP devotes significant discussion to ACES. The document provides general
information about the different types of technological advancements and how they are already being
applied in different areas of the United States. The TPO also recognized that the Miami-Dade County EV
infrastructure policy includes a zoning ordinance for EV parking.
The LRTP states,
“New and emerging technologies do and will change the way we do things. There are a multitude
of emerging technologies that will become staples over the next few decades. The Miami-Dade
TPO embraces emerging technologies and is excited about these technologies that will:
»

Provide new mobility choices for Miami-Dade residents and visitors

»

Increase the safety of the transportation system

»

Improve the efficiency of our transportation system

»

Minimize environmental impacts and conserve energy

»

Connect our communities to essential services

»

Increase accessibility

»

Provide services for all

»

Provide economic benefits
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The TPO recognizes that the planning process must be agile and adaptable with the implementation
of new technologies, as policy and funding permit. The TPO will work collaboratively with
federal, state, and local agencies and private sector to identify technologies that will improve
the transportation system and create innovative mobility choices for all.”
The TPO also discusses a Strategic Miami Area Rapid Transit (SMART) plan which supports the TPO’s
Vision by providing mobility options in Palm Beach County that are both strategic and far-reaching,
creating a system of multiple transportation options by leveraging existing infrastructure, and
integrating technology at the highest levels. The SMART plan milestone achievements include an OnDemand Carpooling Initiative, an EASY Card New Technology Initiative, and Dynamically Routed Transit.

4.3. Hillsborough MPO
The Hillsborough County MPO generally prioritizes technology advancements with statements in the
LRTP such as:
»

“It’s TIME Hillsborough 2045 Plan presents a high-level system approach to funding
transportation investments that prioritize innovation, technology, and mobility for everyone.”

»

“This vision promotes safe and reliable transportation options by funding vehicle replacement
and providing recommendations on where new technology options could contribute to a worldclass transportation system.”

»

“Hillsborough County can lead the charge in the Tampa Bay Area as an incubator for new
technologies for a rapid transit system.”

This transportation plan’s Smart Cities Investment Program sets aside funding for transportation
technologies that are expected to provide significant improvements to the transportation network. The
MPO has allotted 11% of their fiscal program from 2026 to 2045 to Smart Cities, which would incorporate
ACES and other technological implementations. The Smart Cities program funds strategies to alleviate
congestion and improve delays at key intersections. This is done by implementing appropriate design
treatments at intersections and deploying existing and emergent technologies to improve traffic flow.
The anticipated performance outcomes for the Smart Cities program are:
»

Improve 220 miles in road network coverage

»

Reduce delay by 44%

»

Improve travel time reliability by 20%

The MPO realizes the relationship between technology and transportation is becoming increasingly
intertwined. “As populations continue to grow, resulting in more complex transportation issues, the
transportation industry is turning towards emerging technologies to design solutions that safeguard
the wellbeing of citizens and improve travel time reliability.” The Hillsborough MPO has made great
strides in advancing ACES within different transportation systems. In partnership with the University of
South Florida (USF), the Hillsborough MPO sponsored a feasibility study for a transit circulator on the
USF campus. The circulator provided service to remote parking areas via a low speed driverless shuttle
while reducing nighttime security concerns.
The MPO also collaborated with the Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority (THEA) on the ongoing
CV Pilot project with USDOT. This project involves 10 buses, 8 streetcars, 1000 ‘volunteer cars’, and
46 roadside traffic units equipped with vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I)
technology for wireless communication between vehicles, traffic signals and crosswalks. The project
goal was two-fold, 1) Improve user experience for drivers, transit riders, and pedestrians in downtown
area, and 2) Enhance safety, reduce congestion and lower vehicle emissions. Successfully demonstrated,
analysis shows that these technologies can:
»

Reduce backups on the Selmon Expressway
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»

Improve on-time performance of Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART) buses through
transit signal priority

»

Reduce streetcar conflicts on Channelside Drive

»

Improve pedestrian crossing safety on East Twiggs Street

»

Optimize traffic flow on Meridian Avenue, North Nebraska Avenue, and Florida Avenue

4.4. North Florida TPO (NFTPO)
In 2017, residents in the region participated in the Path Forward Travel Survey. Key takeaways relative
to ACES were:
»

83% of survey respondents agreed that “we should invest more on technology
implementations to improve traffic safety/efficiency”, and “using technology to improve traffic
flow and traveler information” was ranked as one of the top three most critical transportation
issues.

NFTPO’s 2045 LRTP “begins to consider the needs of Mobility on Demand services and Automated/
Connected/ Electric/Shared (ACES) vehicles.” Goal 6, to “preserve and maintain our existing system,”
provides a nexus to ACES by proposing to “maintain signing and pavement markings to accommodate
all users including automated vehicles,” and “maintain technology/infrastructure introduced to
accommodate connected vehicles.” Goal 9 is defined to ensure North Florida is ready for connected and
autonomous vehicles and internet of things (IoT) technologies that support transportation. The LRTP
states“the North Florida Region will continue to embrace emerging technologies, including connected
and automated vehicles, Internet of Things (IoT) components and advanced data management and
analytics, preparing the transportation infrastructure in the region for these advances in transportation
technology.”
The TPO acknowledged FDOT’s Office of Policy Planning efforts in providing “Guidance for Assessing
Planning Impacts and Opportunities of Automated, Connected, Electric and Shared-Use (ACES) Vehicles”
that outlines 33 elements that TPOs in Florida should consider in their short, medium and long-range
planning. “These elements should be adopted by the TPO in future work efforts.” Objectives of the TPO
to ensure North Florida is ready for Connected and Autonomous vehicles (CAV) and Internet of Things
are listed as:
OBJECTIVE 9.1: Deploy a regional data exchange
Performance Measure
9.1.1

Complete Phase 1 of the data exchange

9.1.2

Develop a CV module for CV data storage and analytics

OBJECTIVE 9.2: Prepare infrastructure for connected and automated vehicles
Performance Measure
9.2.1

Miles of V2I technology (DSRC, C-V2X, or 5G)

Increase miles of V2I technology

9.2.2

Miles of fiber optic cable

Increase miles of fiber optic cable

OBJECTIVE 9.3 Implement cybersecurity measures and best practices throughout the system to
protect user privacy and data and to ensure safe operations.
Performance Measure
9.3.1

Complete Cybersecurity Plan

9.3.2

Develop and Implement Strategy for Security Credential Management Plan (SCMS)
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OBJECTIVE 9.4: Develop and implement policies that support connected and automated vehicles
Performance Measure
9.4.1

Complete a Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Policy Plan

OBJECTIVE 9.5: Deploy strategies to support First Mile/Last Mile travel options.
Performance Measure
9.5.1

Complete First Mile/Last Mile Plan

OBJECTIVE 9.6: Incorporate CAV into the North Florida Travel Demand Model
Performance Measure
9.6.1

CAV included in the North Florida Travel Demand Model

OBJECTIVE 9.7: Implement scenario planning activities surrounding Connected, Automated,
Electric, and Shared vehicles to determine the impacts on network usage, funding
and other performance measures.
Performance Measure
9.7.1

Develop scenarios surrounding ACES

9.7.2

Develop scenario planning methodology to determine impacts on the network usage,
funding, and other performance measures

OBJECTIVE 9.8: Consider Autonomous Vehicle only lanes or zones to support enhanced mobility
opportunities resulting from automated vehicles.
Performance Measure
9.8.1

Complete a study on autonomous vehicle only lanes or zones.

The 2045 LRTP included an exercise where the market penetration of CAVs was considered. A low and
high market penetration scenario was considered and impacts on travel statistics were evaluated.
The 2045 LRTP also considered the impact to travel demand and vehicle miles traveled that Connected
Automated Vehicles (CAVs) will have on the network. Using the activity-based Northeast Florida Regional
Planning Model developed for the 2045 LRTP update, the research took an Exploratory Modeling and
Analysis approach, which is a systematic approach to perform sensitivity analyses using models when
users cannot assert many of the model inputs with confidence. The approach adopts the travel demand
model to simulate households’ decisions whether to purchase CAVs instead of conventional vehicles
and to simulate travelers’ decisions whether to use CAV-based carsharing and TNC services. The
dynamic network model used for the exercise simulates operating characteristics of CAVs, depending on
network vehicle mix, and simulates the performance of CAV-only infrastructure under different demand
scenarios. The integrated model system simulated dozens of different scenario combinations to explore
the possible outcomes and find critical input assumptions while identifying future policy directions.
The purpose of this analysis is to understand the relative difference with respect to transportation
planning needs between business as usual, moderate adoption of CAVs and TNCs or shared mobility
providers like Uber and Lyft, and rapid adoption of CAVs and TNCs in the North Florida TPO region. The
document states, “As the outlook and expected saturation rate for CAVs is better defined, so will the
exercise of evaluating the impacts of disruptive technology such as CAVs on the transportation system.”
The emerging issues discussed include Mobility as a Service (MaaS), AV, micro-mobility, micro-transit,
and Electric Hybrid Vehicles. The integration of various modes of transportation services into a single
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mobility service, MaaS, may result in a shift away from personally owned vehicles to shared-use vehicles.
As for AV, the TPO included the Ultimate Urban Connector (U²C) project that will introduce autonomous
vehicles along a key transportation corridor in Downtown Jacksonville. The TPO expects that as electric
passenger cars continue to gain in popularity, half of new cars produced will be electric by 2040.

4.5. Forward Pinellas
The Forward Pinellas LRTP, Advantage Pinellas, represents the first allocation of resources for active
transportation and technology in the Forward Pinellas LRTP. Advantage Pinellas includes goals and
objectives to support investments in technology to improve traffic management and system performance
using Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Funding is allocated in the Advantage Pinellas LRTP as
a percentage for future ITS applications and other technological solutions that may be available in the
coming years. The Plan dedicates close to 100-percent of the federal flexible funding sources to projects
that address safety, accessibility, transit and technology to develop a more sustainable transportation
system that is less reliant on single occupant motor vehicle travel.
To address these transit and technology targets for a more sustainable system, they have also begun to
integrate autonomous and electric buses into their system as described below.
»

The MPO opted to model the impacts of three different market saturation scenarios: a low
level, medium level and a high level of saturation. It was agreed that given the uncertainty of
the market penetration for automated and connected vehicles, it was not possible to select
a single scenario to advance with the 2045 Plan. The MPO will regularly evaluate how the
transportation network may be impacted by ACES as new projects are considered for future
funding.

»

In partnership with the City of St. Petersburg, the Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA)
plans to implement an autonomous shuttle demonstration project to understand how the
technology could benefit and impact commuters in St. Petersburg. This demonstration project
includes infrastructure improvements, including the operation of two autonomous public
shuttles in downtown St. Petersburg. PSTA is working with a third-party operator to assess
the route for the demonstration project and prepare documentation to submit to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) for these shuttles to be approved for operation
on a public roadway.

»

During the fourth quarter of 2019, PSTA completed an AV feasibility study and concept plan
for autonomous shuttle services in Clearwater and Dunedin. The purpose of the feasibility
study and concept plan was to examine the potential for a self-driving shuttle service
implementation and to define the potential infrastructure, capital and operating requirements
necessary to support additional pilot projects. A third-party operator has since performed
additional analysis of the routing options to prepare application packages to submit to NHTSA
in order for these shuttles to be approved for operation on public roadways.

»

PSTA is a member of an Automated Bus Consortium with more than twelve other transit
agencies and state DOTs throughout the country. PSTA and the other consortium agencies
submitted a grant proposal to the FTA’s Integrated Mobility Innovation to receive funding to
plan potential use cases for fully autonomous fixed-route buses.

4.6. Broward MPO
The Broward MPO LRTP, Commitment 2045, defines mobility technology as “a relatively recent issue
related to advances in automotive and infrastructure technology . . .” The LRTP discusses ACES in
that “each approach may be implemented independently, and mobility benefits are enhanced if
implemented together” and that “advances in automotive technology such as autonomous vehicles
may help to prolong independent living for those who do not live near public transit, provided the cost
is not significant.”
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Commitment 2045 states:
“Mobility Technology, in all of its forms, is the future for transportation, and each form faces
similar unknowns. Until there is a better understanding of how autonomous vehicles/connected
vehicles (AV/CV) will be delivered (e.g., shared or individual ownership), it is difficult to assess
their impacts on the transportation system. Shared vehicles may reduce auto ownership rates
and trip lengths but may not reduce the number of trips on the network. Similarly, if people buy
their own self-driving car, conditions will be similar to, if not worse than, the current conditions, as
more people who currently are unable to drive can use private cars in lieu of public transportation
to complete their travel needs. Equity is also a concern for Mobility Technology, specifically in
regard to the costs, and is something that will need to be considered as progress is made.
Due to the private sector development of much of this technology, government agencies are in a
response mode. The MPO can encourage advancement of this issue by prioritizing the installation
of sensors and communication devices along roadways and other transportation infrastructure,
provided that infrastructure owners are willing and appropriate funding sources are available.
For the next Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) update, the prioritization criteria should be
revisited to determine if there is a need to better address these types of projects.
This issue was addressed in several ways in this MTP. First, several municipalities in Broward
County submitted projects for consideration that were autonomous circulators. Although these
projects were prioritized as part of the Needs Assessment, they were left out of the Cost Feasible
Plan due to a lack of ongoing operations and maintenance funding by the proposers. Through
the Scenario Planning effort, the impact of AV/CV vehicles on the transportation network was
tested; however, it did not consider an increase in the number of trips; rather, it reflected the
potential additional capacity that could be provided if AV/CV corridors were in place by 2045.”
Broward MPO, using the Southeast Regional Planning Model, prepared a technology scenario that
converted existing managed lanes to technology corridors and identified arterial corridors that
would accommodate ACES vehicles. Additional modifications to model variables were made to reflect
the benefits anticipated with the implementation of autonomous and connected vehicles, including
increased roadway capacity, reduced traffic signal delay, and reduced transit wait times.
The results of this scenario planning blended roadway and transit investments, and resulted in slightly
reducing travel demand, improving accessibility to jobs, and was the best performing scenario for
congestion and safety improvements while still allowing for driver-operated vehicles in separated
lanes. Unique projects considered in this scenario included the installation of traveler wayfinding and
ITS components, ethernet to fiber-optics signal components, as well as cellular to fiber-optics signal
components.

4.7. Pasco County MPO
The Pasco County MPO recognizes the emergence of ACES in its LRTP, MOBILITY 2045, by stating:
“Technology also takes a large leap forward in MOBILITY 2045 as automated, connected, electric, and
shared (ACES) vehicle impacts on the landscape are being considered. These technologies along with
traffic signal and intelligent transportation system (ITS) implementation will impact roadway capacity,
land use, and the safety of future transportation system users.”
Within their Congestion Management Program, the MPO discusses considerations including CV
enhancements along ITS corridors and identifying future technology projects that provide safety and
mobility benefits for the users of the transportation system.
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5. AUTOMATED VEHICLE PLANNING
The next four chapters provide additional details on potential planning approaches and considerations for
each of the four emerging technologies within ACES vehicles. The first part of the acronym, Automated,
is covered in this chapter, followed by Connected vehicles in the next chapter, and so on. Each chapter
provides a brief perspective on technology planning implications, opportunities moving forward, and
how they may be incorporated into the different planning scenarios in the future, as appropriate.
The shift to AV use is typically driven by planning and operational improvement goals such as:
»

Safety – striving to reduce the estimated 94% of crashes due to driver error

»

Mobility – providing critical mobility options for people with disabilities, seniors, and children

»

Connectivity – providing first mile/last mile (FM/LM) connections to transit for improved
operational efficiency.

»

The overlap of AVs with the CV, EV, and SV market is also evident through initial offerings
and public demonstrations. While AVs are independent of connectivity, many early-use cases
function with some level of connectivity to demonstrate operational efficiency or safety
features such as connectivity with signal systems. Likewise, almost all AVs demonstrated are
driven by electric propulsion. Finally, while individual vehicle manufacturers are developing
their own versions of AVs, most public demonstrations involve a shared-use component, such
as low speed transit shuttles.

While this particular technology has the opportunity to provide the highest transportation benefit, it
offers the most unknowns in areas such as market penetration rate, immediate and long-term use
cases, secondary engineering and planning impacts, and influence on travel behavior. These factors and
areas of uncertainty are aspects to consider when developing an approach to an AV future.
This uncertainty in AV utilization creates undefined opportunities and challenges in areas such as:
»

Congestion – people may shift from transit use to personal AV trips and/or new additional trips
may be generated by zero occupant vehicle trips

»

Health – more people may travel from door to door, decreasing the use of sidewalks and bike
lanes, potentially leading to increased difficulty in justifying investment in those facilities

»

Jobs – retraining people who drive for a living (buses, trucks, etc.) and associated mechanics
to use more advanced technology and developing additional opportunities for logistics or
dispatch in a future comprised predominantly of AVs

»

Data – depending on the vehicle ownership model, additional data privacy, security, ownership,
and personal safety needs to be defined

»

Land Use – people may live farther from job centers and other destinations

»

Development – garages may become obsolete, curb space re-imagined, and parking lots
repurposed

Uncertainty can lead to both positive and negative impacts, as outlined in a recent National Association
of City Transportation Officials report, summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 • AVs Impact on Cities

Safety

Governments fail to hold companies accountable
to fully comply with traffic laws. These failures
result in no improvement in today’s street safety
record, while creating new risks and hazards.

Transit

New technologies allow transit to cover
more of the city, bridging the gap to lowerdensity places. Trip planning apps and other
information/communications tools allow
for smarter transit AV planning and route
development. Mobility becomes smarter, while
also becoming more equitable and reliable.

Privatized AV services detract from public
transportation options rendering them unable
to compete or operate efficiently. This results in
fewer services to underserved or transportation
disadvantaged populations.

Pricing

State and local governments partner to charge
a fair price for travel and parking, mitigating
congestion and helping to fund a more equitable
transportation system.

Due to the low price, many individuals travel
more, burdening cities, themselves, and the
environment with the negative externalities of
unfettered driving.

Consumer data protection legislation is
passed that defines journey data as personally
identifiable information (PII). Governments gain
the benefits of increased data for planning and
regulation while people preserve their right to
control how it will be used and who will see it.

Governments fail to define journey data as PII or
enact comprehensive data protection legislation.
As a result, companies and governments alike
acquire unprecedented access to the private
actions and movements of citizens.

Federal, state, and local regulators require
public and private sector actors to share data.
Access to more robust mobility data allows
governments to make better investments
in transportation infrastructure, facilitating
balanced, multi-modal transportation.

The federal government determines that private
companies control the data that automated
vehicles generate, reinforcing a business model
based on data sales and consumer loyalty.
Companies grant ‘free’ rides in exchange for
data (and travel routes that take customers past
certain stores).

Coordinated freight management reduces the
number of large AV vehicles in and around
urban areas.

Streets

Freight distribution centers enable most
deliveries to take place via e-bikes or other
small, high-efficiency AV modes.

High speed platoons of autonomous freight
vehicles make roads increasingly dangerous or
impassable. In cities, sidewalk bots proliferate,
taking away valuable space from pedestrians
and cyclists. Delivery drones increase noise in
urban areas to unhealthy levels. Unemployment
rises as AV-based freight services put people out
of work.

Cities and the private sector together embrace
streets as public spaces, fostering design and
engineering practices that balance walking,
biking, driving, and transit. AV-only lanes are
reserved solely for automated mass transit.

AV lanes take street space from other uses. As
individuals choose private AVs over transit and
travel costs plummet, congestion increases, and
pedestrians and cyclists become relegated to
walkways above or below grade for their own
safety.

Curbs

Freight

Federal and state governments adopt objective
safety performance standards that protect all
right-of-way users, including those in urban
areas. Excess road space, created by more
efficient AVs, is used to build better, safer places
for people walking and on bikes.

Privacy

NEGATIVE

Data

POSITIVE

Cities pass new curbside management plans
committing any space savings to public use.
Cities use curbside space for parklets, green
infrastructure, bus lanes, bike lanes, and smallscale vendors and kiosks.

Curbs become increasingly cluttered as
companies compete, unimpeded, for space to
pick up and drop off passengers.

Source: National Association of City Transportation Officials, “Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism”, 2nd Edition.
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A recent national survey found that 60% of people polled have limited to no understanding about
automated vehicles.5 This unfamiliarity with AVs may mean the most vulnerable populations, such as
seniors, those with low-incomes, and other disadvantaged populations may need additional assistance
preparing for an AV abundant world. This may lead to greater mobility issues and a proliferation of more
of the negative outcomes noted in Table 5.1. Pilots, education, and public outreach will be critical to
ensure the public can shape how AV systems are deployed.

5.1. AV Planning Issues
Knowing that various AV vehicles will be available in the future makes it important for states
and MPOs to invest in planning for these futures. There are several aspects on how regions
can prepare for AVs. A number of these items are addressed here and offer potential policy
or program implications. A good resource that outlines several considerations for agencies
when developing their AV vision is Preparing Communities for Autonomous Vehicles6
by the American Planning Association, released in 2018.
Shared Use versus Private Ownership
To achieve full benefit from AVs, they will need to be shared, thus decreasing the number of vehicles on
the road. Alternatively, if most or all AVs are privately owned and operated, increased congestion will
result in the form of higher numbers of single-occupancy and “zero-occupancy” trips.
Policies such as traditional bus-only lanes or closer proximity of charging areas to major
destinations are potential avenues to incentivize shared-use of AVs vs. the private ownership
model. In contrast, VMT fees that could replace motor fuel taxes, congestion pricing, and
parking strategies would disincentivize low occupancy AV operations through higher per-mile
or operations costs.
Land-Use
One concern of increased reliance on AVs is that it will help exacerbate urban sprawl as people may
be willing to live farther away from employment if the stress from commuting is reduced through AV
control. Preparing Communities for Autonomous Vehicles identified an opportunity for “sprawl repair”
where suburban districts may become more efficient for transit using mobility hubs to offer different
options through various partnership models, mobility options, and improved access to major activity
centers and neighborhood services.
Developing a mobility plan for suburban areas with traditional low transit use, or currently
inefficient transit operations, can help prepare these communities for future AV integration.
This may include developing a transition plan as the market penetration and use of AVs
increases.
Regions may consider converting parking garages from vehicle storage to vehicle recharging
or potential urban warehousing for e-commerce growth to repurpose/maximize the use of
existing infrastructure as AVs gain popularity. This may include developing a transition plan as
the market penetration and use increases.
Entities anticipating future reliance on significant AV use need to understand that the technology
alone may not be enough to influence market penetration. Land use zoning codes, particularly those
associated with parking requirements, can also impact AV usage. As AVs proliferate, zoning codes will
need to account for more passenger loading and unloading. Parking minimums, typically found with
many commercial and residential developments, may no longer be necessary. Retail space needs may
also decrease as consumers shift to smaller showroom/pick up spaces and e-commerce increases in
retail use.
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Right-of-Way Size and Usage
Autonomous vehicles may require less road space than traditional vehicles, as they improve vehicle
lane-keeping and operate with less following space. If narrower or reduced lanes are implemented,
opportunities to enhance bike lanes, scooter lanes, pedestrian paths, transit ways, on-street parking,
or pick up/drop off opportunities are possible. However, lane width may continue to be contingent on
vehicle design due to freight vehicles still requiring current lane dimension standards. Lane widths may
also remain unchanged if passenger AV widths stay the same or even widen to provide reconfigured
vehicle interior space to allow for greater passenger movement or activities such as exercising, working,
or sleeping if human driving is no longer required, or in order to reduce pavement rutting.
Potential policies can be developed that would articulate priorities for space freed up by
modified right of way usage if narrower lanes or reduced lanes are possible.
As previously mentioned, parking needs may be dramatically different in an AV future. Accounting for
and understanding the time demand differences of pick up/drop off both for passengers and freight will
play an important part in successfully accommodating AV needs.
Cities and business districts should take an inventory of available curb space, how
it is allocated and used both now and potentially in the future to develop a plan that
accommodates AV needs, maximizes safety, and minimizes operational inefficiencies. This may
include developing a transition plan as the market penetration and use increases.
Transportation Engineering
To provide a high level of location and operational guidance to AVs, traffic signals, signs, and pavement
markings during normal operations and maintenance of traffic requirements may need to be modified
for improved AV operations.
Policies and programs involving pavement markings, sign and signal maintenance can help
communities become more AV ready. Additionally, working with AV vendors to understand
where their systems are having difficulty in safely operating, such as in urban canyons, may
help identify where additional sensor or other communication infrastructure is necessary.
Related Infrastructure
By removing the responsibility of human driving with fully autonomous vehicles, occupants will likely
be tempted to turn to other activities, such as reading, work, or phone calls in order to fully appreciate
the benefits of travelling in an AV. High-speed communications services will be important both to the
vehicles and their occupants. Similarly, as most AVs being developed are also EVs, understanding the
potential impact to the power grid at recharge locations will be crucial.
Analysis of communication capabilities such as available 5G bandwidth and signal strength,
as well as power grid reliability, redundancy, accessibility and capacity, will be an important
component of AV penetration.
Liability
While liability may be more closely associated with connected vehicles and associated data/messaging,
as the progression of technology unfolds, understanding and planning for the liability associated with
communications between AVs will be important, as well as the responsibility of the driver/operator/
vehicle and roadway owner and maintainer.
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Developing the framework for data privacy, ownership, communication, storage, and use will be
critical to maintain an appropriate understandability of liability concerns as the technologies
advance and are utilized.
Economy
Understanding the potential impact of AVs in the local economy is important. Not only can it lead to a
significant reduction in jobs for truck drivers, delivery people, taxi drivers, and transit workers, it can
lead to an increased demand for concierge services, inventory control, logistics providers, artificial
intelligence developers, roboticists, application developers, electrical engineers and technicians,
network architects, systems engineers, data scientists, and different repair/maintenance skills.
This change in the labor market can be offset by a focused attention to workforce
development, to train for the needs of tomorrow, and retrain those whose skills are in less
demand.
Equity
As the shift to AVs matures, it is possible that public transportation could be supplanted by the
private sector through personally owned shared use AVs, which could leave residents of low-income
neighborhoods with fewer or less affordable mobility options or options that do not accept cash. While
AVs could increase mobility for persons with disabilities and seniors, these gains are not assured,
especially for those in rural areas. It is also possible that an over-reliance on AV solutions without
proper planning could worsen transportation equity issues. For instance, shared use AVs requiring
mobile summoning or payment may create digital inequities for those without a mobile phone, with
poor cell or high-speed internet service or without a banking account.
A dependence on AV use to increase mobility for all users also requires analysis to ensure drop off/pick
up areas have appropriate way finding and wheelchair ramp infrastructure.
Working with providers to ensure AV solutions do not increase the digital and mobility divide
will be critical to address equity issues as AV use increases.

5.2. Example AV Inclusion in Planning Activities
How states and MPOs have synthesized these factors into planning activities and documents vary. In
addition to the recent Florida MPO examples provided in Section 4, there are other good examples from
across the nation on how other regions are adapting to different potential futures specific to AV, three
of which are the Washington D.C. Comprehensive Plan5, the City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan6 and the
New York State Association of MPOs (NYSAMPO) Transportation Systems Management and Operations
(TSM&O) Working Group7. These three areas identified best practices in planning processes, provided
example policies, and provided implementable actions for planning reports and activities.
Washington D.C
The City of Washington, D.C. formed an AV Working Group comprised of agencies focused on
transportation, rights of persons with disabilities, environmental issues, and public safety. The group
was established “to develop policy and regulatory guidance to ensure AVs enhance the District by
improving safety, efficiency, equity, and sustainability while minimizing negative impacts on residents,
workers, and visitors.”
Many of the issues described in Section 5.1 can be found in Table 5.2 below.
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Table 5.2 • Comprehensive Plan Standards for Sustainable Places and AVs
Principle/
Process/
Attribute

1

Livable Built
Environment

2

Harmony with
Nature

3

Resilient
Economy

Best Practice

AV Considerations

Develop street design standards integrating AVs into
1.4 Provide complete complete streets serving all users, including pedestrians,
streets serving
bicyclists, and transit riders. Prioritize shared over private
multiple functions. AVs and address the impacts of curbside pickup and drop-off
on other modes.
2.4 Enact policies
to reduce carbon
footprints.

Encourage/incentivize use of shared electric or other energyefficient AVs. Incorporate convenient electric charging
stations into transportation infrastructure, with the longterm goal of providing wireless charging for the AV fleet.

3.3 Plan for
Use AVs to improve access to employment centers,
transportation access
particularly for populations that may not have personal
to employment
vehicles.
centers.
4.5 Provide
accessible, quality
public services,
facilities, and health
care to minority
and low-income
populations.

Include policies and actions using AVs to expand access
and mobility for all ages, abilities, and incomes. Address
the digital divides and impacts on the transit-dependent
populations.

4.7 Plan for
workforce diversity
and development.

Identify and provide training in new job opportunities for
those impacted by AV technology (e.g., bus, truck, taxi, and
delivery drivers).

5

Healthy
Community

5.2 Plan for
increased public
safety through the
reduction of crime
and injuries.

Ensure that AVs operate safely for all users. Leverage the
potential safety benefits of AVs to support Vision-Zero goals
of no fatalities or serious injuries involving road traffic.

6

Responsible
Regionalism

6.5 Promote
regional cooperation
and sharing of
resources.

Working with the regional and other local planning agencies,
develop a regional AV strategy coordinating infrastructure
changes; regulatory, pricing, and other policy mechanisms;
effects on regional land use and employment patterns, etc.

7

Authentic
Participation

7.4 Develop
Develop scenarios for the future deployment of AVs and
alternative scenarios
evaluate their impacts on community values and goals.
of the future.

4

Interwoven
Equity

8

Accountable
Implementation

9

Consistent
Content

10

Coordinated
Characteristics

8.6 Establish
implementation
indicators,
benchmarks, and
targets.

Incorporate performance metrics for factors such as transit
ridership, safety, access for underserved populations, etc., to
track the effects of AV deployment.

9.1 Assess strengths,
Address the potential effects of AVs as part of the SWOT
weaknesses,
analysis and use to inform community discussions on
opportunities, and
planning implications and responses.
threats (SWOT).
Address AVs and other technological change/disruption (e.g.,
10.3. Be innovative in
future-oriented language promoting adaptability, innovation,
the plan’s approach.
and experimentation).

Source: Washington D.C. Comprehensive Plan, 2019.
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City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan
The City of Seattle identified a policy framework for AVs that is human centered in its design and
contains five distinct actions:
1.

Integrate automated mobility concepts and policy direction into Seattle DOT’s pedestrian,
transit, bicycle, and freight master plans.

2. Develop an automated mobility modal plan to establish Seattle’s first functional classification
system for autonomous vehicles and a network of peak period smart lanes dedicated to Level
4 and Level 5 automated vehicles.
3. Evaluate signal operations and traffic control warrants under an automated mobility paradigm.
4. Develop a transition to Full Automated Mobility Phasing Plan to seamlessly shift between
human-driven vehicles and fully automated vehicles.
5. Update minimum street design standards in Seattle’s public ROW improvements manual,
Streets Illustrated, to reflect changes in automated vehicle form factors.
Policies around these actions can be found in Table 2 of their Comprehensive Plan, as included below
in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 • Highlights of Seattle’s Preliminary Automated Mobility Policy Framework
Example Policy
EA1. Ensure the benefits of automated mobility are equitably distributed across all segments of
the community and that the negative impacts of automated mobility are not disproportionately
borne by traditionally marginalized communities.

PP1: Develop strategic pilot partnerships to test automated vehicle technology in Seattle’s
climate, hilly terrain, and urban traffic conditions.

Mobility Economics

IS1: As vehicle ownership decreases and reliance on shared automated vehicle fleets increases:
• Capitalize on system efficiencies to implement our transit, bicycle, and pedestrian master
plans.
• Capitalize on opportunities to invest in placemaking features and expand the pedestrian realm.
• Identify and phase-in corridors and zones dedicated to transit, walking, and high-occupancy
automated vehicles only.
ME1: Developed a tiered and dynamic per-mile road use pricing mechanism for automated
vehicles operating in highly congested areas and corridors of Seattle:
• Tier 1 (elevated surcharge): Zero-occupant automated vehicles
• Tier 2 (bus surcharge): Single-occupant automated vehicles
• Tier 3 (reduced surcharge): Automated vehicles using smart lanes with less than three
passengers
• Tier 4 (no surcharge): Automated vehicles using smart lanes with three or more passengers
• Tier 5 (additional surcharge on Tiers 1 - 3): Peak travel period surcharge for all nonpublic
transit vehicles trips with less than three passengers, including freight

Land
Use and
Building
Design

Infrastructure
and Street
Design

Pilots and
Equity and
Partnerships Accessibility

Topic

LB1: Ensure automated vehicles advance our land-use goals and capture the value of transitoriented development.
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NYSAMPO TSM&O Working Group Plan
The NYSAMPO TSM&O Working Group developed the report titled, Establishing a Regional Planning
Framework for Connected and Automated Vehicles that includes recommendations around infrastructure,
service, congestion management, freight, travel demand modeling and Transportation Improvement
Plan (TIP) activities for AVs, or as they are typically described, CAVs. Highlights include:
Infrastructure-Related:
» CAV-supportive field instrumentation for ITS planning, architecture, and deployment for all
modes including corrective/preventive road and bridge maintenance.
»

Expand “Complete Streets”, “Universal Design”, and “Access Management” to include CAVsupportive technologies and infrastructure elements.

»

Apply CAV needs to change the function, design, and placement of traffic signals, signage,
striping, lighting, and other roadway elements.

Service-Related:
» Monitor developments through attendance at CAV-related conferences, workshops, and
technical training programs.
»

Convene roundtables to discuss the anticipated community impacts and stakeholder
preparation.

»

Identify CAV technologies to enhance Transportation Management Center (TMC) operations
and incident-scene safety for victims, first-responders, and the traveling public through Traffic
Incident Management (TIM) policies and procedures.

»

Plan how CAV may impact land use and demand for transportation services differently for
urban, inner-ring suburban, outer-ring suburban, rural areas, and unique areas such as
redevelopment or tourist-focused areas.

»

Identify what public services (i.e., data from sensors, weather reports) can improve navigation
and wayfinding capabilities.

»

Develop strategies and programs for ensuring the availability of ride-sharing services to all
segments of the population.

»

Assess the impacts of CAV technologies on transit services.

»

Identify data sets and how to address format, use, access, coverage, security, and privacy
issues.

»

Identify future agency staffing needs and activities related to CAV.

Congestion Management Process (CMP)
» Use data generated by CAV to monitor congested locations and validate travel demand models.
»

Emphasis on travel time reliability for congestion management initiatives.

»

Monitor potential shifts in travel patterns and times to determine potential secondary
impacts on commuter patterns, freight shipment and delivery services, special event-related
disruptions, incident-related disruptions.

»

Evaluate programs to maximize road usage and potentially shift operational priorities during
periods of less demand.

Goods Movement/Freight Planning
» Consider the evolution of freight planning from CAVs. Changes could include:
•

Goods distribution shifting to a more decentralized distribution network that minimize stores
and deliver products from warehouses directly to consumer’s homes.
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•

Truck platooning for signal timing for improved safety and efficiency.

•

Roaming stores as businesses could develop AV fleets to roam within designated areas.

•

Increased emphasis on overnight or just-in-time delivery services.

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
» Consider AV impact or influence in project selection criteria
»

Consider AV impact on available funding sources.

5.3. Summary
The impacts of AVs are likely to be profound, whether they are a major part of the transportation
system in 5 years or 50 years. Planning for their integration can help encourage their proliferation
by preparing all stakeholders for AV use when the technology and market are ready. Regardless of
the implementation timeframe, several best practices have emerged that regions can employ to help
prepare for their inclusion into the transportation system. These best practices for states, MPOs, and
jurisdictions include:
»

Establish an interagency AV Working Group to address anticipated AV needs for the region.

»

Collect an inventory of curb usage (freight, resident, parking meter, etc.) to prepare for likely
increases in pick up/drop off needs.

»

Examine current funding sources used for transportation, because AVs will likely reduce
gas tax collections and potential parking or traffic violation revenues that are applied to
transportation infrastructure or transit operations.

»

Identify transportation underserved areas, why there are challenges, and how AVs may be a
part of the solution to improving equitable mobility in these underserved areas.

»

Develop an EV charging plan that contemplates the needs of AV as the market matures.

»

Introduce pilot projects to familiarize the public with AV capabilities.

»

Analyze regional workforce components as driver-focused services such as taxi drivers,
delivery drivers, etc., may have less demand, while also examining the local educational and
training needs of the future AV enabled workforce.

»

Initiate a communication and public outreach or education plan specific to AV.

»

Develop a regional data plan that considers how the data will be collected and used, who has
access to parts or all of the data, how often it is updated and verified, how it can be secured,
and how privacy concerns can be addressed.

For MPOs using scenario planning techniques described earlier, Tables 5.4 - Tables 5.9 offer information
that could be included within common LRTP goals. The actions identified are meant to provide a sense
of what is possible as many AV functions rely strongly on other emerging technology functions, such as
EV or CV. Many proposed actions reflect a dependence on the other technologies. For instance, there are
similarities between actions listed in the Competing Fleets and Robo-Transit scenarios since the main
difference between these two situations is CV-related and not AV. Therefore, the AV approaches for
both scenarios will be similar. The activities listed in the lesser AV-intensive scenarios such as Managed
Lane Network and Niche Market can also serve as a transition plan to the more intense AV use scenarios
such as Competing Fleets and Robo-Transit.
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Table 5.4 • FHWA Scenario – Slow Roll

Safety and
Security

• Introduce AV pilot projects in low speed, dedicated right of ways

Maintenance
and Operations

• Initiate a curb inventory database to determine optimum pick up/drop off locations for AVs
balanced with changes in freight delivery needs
• Enhance signage, signals and pavement markings for improved machine vision

Mobility and
Connectivity

• Create alternative payment and communication systems for areas with poor high-speed internet
availability or usage, or for lower income communities

Economic
Competitiveness

• Establish an AV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers for
transportation deficient or transit dependent areas

Community
Livability

Action

• Set up a regional data framework
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues
• Create a Complete Streets plan that addresses safety and operations around pick up/drop off
locations

Environmental
Stewardship

Goal

• Produce a regional EV charging plan that considers the needs of AVs as the market matures
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Table 5.5 • FHWA Scenario – AV Managed Lane Network

Safety and
Security

• Initiate a curb inventory database to determine optimum pick up/drop off locations for AVs based
on origin-destination analysis
• Enhance signage, signals and pavement markings for improved machine vision
• Develop AV lane operational performance metrics that can help prioritize investments in
congested corridors or along congested travel patterns
• Connect lower income neighborhoods to job centers utilizing AV network and ensure benefits are
equitably distributed across all segments of the population
• Create alternative payment and communication systems for areas with poor high-speed internet
availability or usage or lower income communities

Build signal priority systems for AVs
Promote AVs for first mile/last mile to broaden transit availability
Update existing planning documents to include AV mobility plans
Establish an AV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers for
transportation deficient or transit dependent areas

Community
Livability

•
•
•
•

• Craft a public awareness campaign informing community of AV benefits
• Identify a local champion as a resource for trends, opportunities, and information
• Set up a regional data use, access, security, and privacy plan that can foster improved AV lane
safety and operations
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues
• Create a Complete Streets plan that addresses safety and operations around pick up/drop off
locations

Environmental
Stewardship

Economic
Competitiveness

• Identify AV only network and enforcement actions. Initial routes could include traditional High
Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) or Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) lanes.
• Develop AV safety performance metrics to help prioritize future AV lane investments on high crash
corridors

Maintenance
and Operations

Action

Mobility and
Connectivity

Goal

• Produce a regional EV charging plan that considers the needs of AVs as the market matures
• Investigate the viability of wireless charging along AV networks
• Consider a tiered revenue plan to help reduce congestion along certain corridors or during certain
durations
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Table 5.6 • FHWA Scenario – Ultimate Driver Assist

Safety and
Security

• Introduce AV pilot projects in low speed, dedicated right of ways

Maintenance
and Operations

• Incorporate AV pilots into the ITS Master Plan
• Initiate a curb inventory database to determine optimum pick up/drop off locations for AVs based
on origin-destination analysis

Mobility and
Connectivity

• Create alternative payment and communication systems for areas with poor high-speed internet
availability or usage or lower income communities

Economic
Competitiveness

• Establish an AV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers for
transportation deficient or transit dependent areas

Community
Livability

Action

• Set up a regional data use, access, security, and privacy plan that can foster improved AV lane
safety and operations
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues
• Create a Complete Streets plan that addresses safety and operations around pick up/drop off
locations

Environmental
Stewardship

Goal

• Produce a regional EV charging plan that considers the needs of AVs as the market matures
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Table 5.7 • FHWA Scenario – Niche Service Growth

Safety and
Security
Maintenance
and Operations

• Incorporate into the ITS Master Plan
• Enhance signage, signals and pavement markings for improved machine vision
• Conduct a cross-departmental technology audit to identify types of technologies needed to
support AVs.
• Develop AV operational performance metrics that can help prioritize investments in congested
corridors or along congested travel patterns
• Create alternative payment and communication systems for areas with poor high-speed internet
availability or usage or lower income communities
• Reroute transit to serve as mobility hubs into AV niche areas
• Consider transition plans for mixed use to predominantly AV use in niche markets
• Connect lower income neighborhoods to job centers utilizing AV network and ensure benefits are
equitably distributed across all segments of the population
• Initiate a curb inventory database to determine optimum pick up/drop off locations for AVs based
on area travel flows
• Ensure benefits are equitably distributed across all segments of the population
• Promote the safety, mobility, environmentally friendly, and service to all aspects of AV niche areas
• Promote AVs for first mile/last mile to broaden transit availability
• Analyze workforce development issues associated with potential retraining needs for driver-based
professions and workforce development needs associated with AV use and maintenance
• Update existing planning documents to include AV mobility plans
• Develop AV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers and
transportation deficient areas
• Address digital divides for transit-dependent

Environmental
Stewardship

Community Livability

• Identify AV only routes in niche areas like business parks, campus environments, shopping centers
or major destinations to reduce short distance trips and/or develop pilot projects in mixed traffic
• Identify barriers that allow for flexible, experimental design or zoning that would encourage AV
only operations
• Develop AV safety performance metrics that can help prioritize future AV lane investments on high
crash corridors

Mobility and
Connectivity

Action

Economic
Competitiveness

Goal

• Focus on land development designs that still prioritize the pedestrian and bicyclists and their
interaction with AVs
• Develop a regional data use, access, security, and privacy plan that can foster improved AV lane
safety and operations
• Create a Complete Streets plan that incorporates AV only lanes into distinct travel patterns
• Craft a public awareness campaign informing community of AV benefits
• Identify a local champion as a resource for trends, opportunities, and information
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues

• Produce a regional EV charging plan that considers the needs of AVs as the market matures
• Investigate the viability of wireless charging along AV networks
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Table 5.8 • FHWA Scenario – Competing Fleets
Action

Maintenance and
Operations

• Incorporate AV needs into ITS Master Plan
• Enhance signage, signals and pavement markings for improved machine vision
• Conduct a cross-departmental technology audit to identify types of technologies needed to
support AVs
• Develop AV operational performance metrics that can help prioritize investments in congested
corridors or along congested travel patterns

Mobility and
Connectivity

• Create alternative payment and communication systems for areas with poor high-speed internet
availability or usage or lower income communities
• Reroute transit to serve as mobility hubs into AV niche areas
• Consider transition plans for mixed use to predominantly AV use in niche markets
• Develop a dynamic curb inventory to determine optimum time-based pick up/drop off locations for
AVs that balances business, residential, commuter, and freight needs
• Ensure benefits are equitably distributed across all segments of the population

Economic
Competitiveness

• Promote the safety, mobility, environmentally friendly, and service to all aspects of AV niche areas
• Analyze workforce development issues associated with potential retraining needs for driver-based
professions and workforce development needs associated with AV use and maintenance
• Update documents for AV mobility plan
• Develop AV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers, major
destinations and transportation deficient areas
• Craft a public awareness campaign informing community of AV benefits
• Identify a local champion as a resource for trends, opportunities, and information

Community
Livability

• Create a short, medium, and long-term strategy for integrating AV impacts across internal job
functions for faster policy development and strategic positioning for investments and integration
• Develop redundant communication plan with ample capacity for reliable AV operations
• Identify barriers that allow for flexible, experimental design or zoning that would encourage AV
only operations
• Develop AV safety performance metrics that prioritize AV lane investments on historic high crash
locations, especially between human-driven vehicles and pedestrians/bicyclists

• Focus on land development designs that still prioritize the pedestrian and bicyclists and their
interaction with AVs
• Set up a regional data use, access, security, and privacy plan that can foster improved AV lane
safety and operations
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues
• Create a Complete Streets plan that incorporates AV only lanes

Environmental
Stewardship

Safety and Security

Goal

• Produce a regional EV charging plan that includes reuse of available space in parking garages and
considers the needs of AVs as the market matures
• Produce a regional EV charging plan
• Investigate the viability of wireless charging along AV networks
• Develop a tiered revenue plan to help reduce congestion along certain corridors or during certain
durations
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Table 5.9 • FHWA Scenario – Robo-Transit

Safety and Security

• Create a short, medium, and long-term strategy for integrating AV impacts across internal job
functions for faster policy development and strategic positioning for investments and integration
• Develop redundant communication plan with ample capacity for reliable AV operations
• Identify barriers that allow for flexible, experimental design or zoning that would encourage AV
only operations
• Develop AV safety performance metrics that prioritize AV lane investments on historic high crash
locations, especially between human-driven vehicles and pedestrians/bicyclists
• Develop AV operational performance metrics that prioritize investments in congested corridors or
congested travel patterns.

Maintenance and
Operations

• Incorporate AV needs into ITS Master Plan
• Consider re-use of existing infrastructure such as parking garages for parking or urban
warehousing
• Enhance signage, signals and pavement markings for improved machine vision
• Develop a dynamic curb inventory to determine optimum time-based pick up/drop off locations for
AVs that balances business, residential, commuter, and freight needs

Mobility and
Connectivity

• Create alternative payment and communication systems for areas with poor high-speed internet
availability or usage or lower income communities
• Develop modified typical sections to potentially include narrower lanes
• Ensure benefits are equitably distributed across all segments of the population

Economic
Competitiveness

• Build signal priority system for AVs
• Analyze workforce development issues associated with retraining needs for driver-based
professions and workforce development needs associated with AV use and maintenance
• Establish an AV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers, major
destinations and transportation deficient or transit dependent areas
• Update existing documents to include an AV mobility plan
• Craft a public awareness campaign informing community of AV benefits
• Identify a local champion as a resource for trends, opportunities, and information

Community
Livability

Action

• Focus on land development designs that still prioritize the pedestrian and bicyclists and their
interaction with AVs
• Set up a regional data use, access, security, and privacy plan that can foster improved AV lane
safety and operations
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues
• Create a Complete Streets plan that incorporates AV only lanes

Environmental
Stewardship

Goal

• Produce a regional EV charging plan that includes reuse of available space in parking garages
• Investigate the viability of wireless charging along AV networks
• Develop a tiered revenue plan to help reduce congestion along certain corridors or during certain
durations
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6. CONNECTED VEHICLE PLANNING
Next, CV planning, especially when considering effective vehicle to infrastructure or vehicle to anything,
requires careful consideration and planning. According to the United States Department of Transportation
(USDOT), “for the past decade, USDOT has been researching and testing a system of vehicles that can
sense the environment around them and communicate with other vehicles and with infrastructure. This
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication will enable safety, mobility,
and environmental advancements that current technologies are unable to provide. The technology is
expected to reduce unimpaired vehicle crashes by 80 percent, while also reducing the nearly 7 billion
extra hours that Americans spend traveling due to traffic.”8

6.1. CV Planning Issues
Connected Vehicle (CV) or CAV is the term used by the infrastructure owners and operators (IOO) for
infrastructure connectivity with the internet of things (IoT), including AVs. The IOOs’ biggest focus
is to stay current with changing technologies such as the predominance of dedicated short-range
communication (DSRC) and/or cellular vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) for infrastructure readiness.
Infrastructure readiness includes the deployment of technologies to communicate traffic information
messages such as signal phase and timing, vehicle priority messages, and incident/congestion messages,
etc. to CAVs.
Florida, California, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Colorado have all developed plans for CAV technology
advancement in their states. In January 2019, the FDOT adopted the Connected and Automated Vehicles
(CAV) Business Plan9 to establish its approach to technology in transportation and demonstrate the
FDOT’s commitment to using CAV technologies to achieve safety, mobility, and economic goals. The CAV
Business Plan contains seven priority focus areas designed to mainstream the program, that in many
instances can also be applied to MPOs and other jurisdictions for long term planning implications.
1.

Policies and Governance – develop and communicate an institutionalized framework for
planning, designing, and deploying

2. Program Funding – prioritize and allocate funding
3. Education and Outreach – create a unified message and awareness as well as provide
opportunities for preparing current and future workforce
4. Industry Outreach and Partnerships – foster economic development and leveraging relations
with industries, universities, and others
5. Technical Standards and Specifications Development – create a framework for consistent
infrastructure preparedness, including general facility design, software updates, and hardware
upgrades
6. Implementation Readiness – create a statewide CAV-ready environment for deployment of
infrastructure and meeting any identified needs
7. Deployment and Implementation – move from planning to full-scale CAV deployment and
implementation using various applications to achieve safety, mobility, and economic goals in
Florida.

6.2. Summary
These seven focus areas of the business plan can then be woven into the common components of
planning documents to create a definable course of action to achieve a future CV vision. These potential
policies, programs, or projects are reflected in Tables 6.1 through 6.6.
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While many CV applications are still in the proving stage, the basic infrastructure planning
required for either small scale or broad implementation of one or more CV applications is
essentially the same from a public policy perspective. The key will be identifying the issue that
CV applications could help address, determining whether to approach it from a DSRC or 5G (or
both) perspective, refining the foundation through ITS architecture, and then maximizing the
effectiveness of the applications through public systems such as TMC operations.
Table 6.1 • FHWA Scenario – Slow Roll

Safety and
Security

• Identify high-crash corridors where CV-enabled messages can help reduce potential crashes.
• Prioritize CV infrastructure with maintenance activities.
• Introduce measures to deploy a security management system to enhance the security of the initial
deployment projects.
• Pilot V2I applications for vehicle safety to include packages from the ARC-IT tool from USDOT.
• Test the effectiveness of vehicle safety and security on each deployment project.

Maintenance and
Operations

• Develop measures and mechanisms for device maintenance and operations in the infrastructure
agency’s business process
• Develop CAV applications performance measures for operations and maintenance
• Identify funding and train resources to deploy, maintain, and operate CAV components
• Include CAV into maintenance and device replacement budgets
• Develop investment strategies based on priority areas
• Develop asset management process to auto track life cycle and replacement strategies

Mobility and
Connectivity

• Consider CAV in all future capacity improvement projects as part of the ITS and fiber
communications infrastructure
• Develop plans for upgrading existing infrastructure and leveraging existing infrastructure
• Develop infrastructure readiness standards and specifications to include signing, pavement
markings, and other infrastructure enhancements.

Economic
Competitiveness

• Establish a CV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers for
transportation deficient or transit-dependent areas
• Work with community schools to develop a training curriculum and develop workforce
• Develop plans for engaging private industry to work with IOO
• Share data between public and private industries for work collaborations and research support
• Develop policies around insurances and liability sharing

Community
Livability

Action

• Develop a walkable and well-connected community to support pedestrian and bicyclist movements
• Identify vehicle to bike/pedestrian high crash locations that could be reduced through CV
technology
• Develop plans for parking, pick up, drop off, and an intermodal connectivity center to promote last
mile connectivity using CAV applications

Environmental
Stewardship

Goal

• Develop a plan for environmentally friendly CAV infrastructure supporting operational decisionmaking using CAV data for project such as freight signal priority systems
• Develop dynamic pick up/drop off locations to minimize congestion
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Table 6.2 • FHWA Scenario – Managed Autonomous Lane (MAL) Network
Safety and
Security

• Prepare a plan for CAV infrastructure deployment for the management with safety packages
supporting dedicated MAL network lanes
• Develop safe transactional data infrastructure plan to support data and operational security
• Develop mapped zones for the MAL network for auto incident management notifications

Maintenance and
Operations

• Develop asset management inventory for MAL network with CAV infrastructure capability
• Develop lanes with enhanced signage, signals, lane separators, gate operations, and pavement
markings for improved machine vision
• Develop performance measures for a corridor to prioritize investments in priority/congested
corridors
• Define performance measures for MAL network for operational and maintenance requirements

Mobility and
Connectivity

• Develop a mobility plan for the region using MAL network for multimodal transportation and
delivery
• Develop regional connectivity corridors serving various populations across various context
classifications
• Improve broadband connectivity and internet availability for the priority corridors and regions
• Implement infrastructure level mobility targets to serve the regions and cities

Economic
Competitiveness

• Implement user fees based on occupancy and miles traveled by enhancing MAL connectivity to the
road users
• Consider developing a transit network lanes and vehicle platoon network to support mass
passenger movements.
• Consider incorporating CAV and other vehicle categories in the regional congestion management
plans.
• Establish regional training centers for workforce development in CAV technology implementation,
operations, and maintenance.
• Identify strategies for private industry engagement to design, operate, maintain, and finance the
MAL network

Community
Livability

Action

• Develop a community outreach plan/campaign for CAV deployment and campaign informing the
community of CAV benefits
• Identify a local champion as a resource for trends, opportunities, and information
• Identify strategies for CAV in MAL network as a package specific to the region such as low-income
regions, student housing, commercial zones, etc.
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues
• Create a Complete Streets plan that addresses safety and operations around pick up/drop off
locations

Environmental
Stewardship

Goal

• Track MAL network emissions compared to the other networks
• Consider a tiered revenue plan to help reduce congestion along certain corridors or during certain
durations
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Table 6.3 • FHWA Scenario – Ultimate Driver Assist (UDA)

Safety and Security

• Introduce CV pilot projects where vehicles can communicate with each other and Roadside Units
(RSUs), and alert/assist drivers in imminent crash situations, such as merging traffic, cars in drivers’
blind side, sudden braking of the leading vehicle.
• Warn drivers of existing and impending queues
• Recommend target speeds in response to congestion, incidents, and road conditions to maximize
throughput and reduce crashes
• Develop a traffic incident management plans for UDA by working with law enforcement agencies
and other first responders
• Develop plans for managing and mitigating cybercrimes utilizing UDA

Maintenance and
Operations

• Incorporate CAV infrastructure supporting UDA in the ITS Master Plan and agencies operations and
maintenance plans
• Develop performance measures for the UDA vehicles operating in the CAV enabled network
• Identify separate funding for maintenance and operations for the UDA related infrastructure
growth, similar to managed lanes

Mobility and
Connectivity

• Create alternative payment and communication systems for areas with poor high-speed internet
availability or usage or lower-income communities
• Equip signalized intersections to be enabled with technologies for blind and disabled pedestrians’
mobile device crossing activation
• Develop a plan to support various demographics for mobility and connectivity

Economic
Competitiveness

• Establish a CAV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers for
transportation deficient or transit-dependent areas
• Train the workforce to manage and repair CVs for improved operations

Community
Livability

Action

• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues and minimize
greater digital divides
• Create a Complete Streets Plan that addresses safety and operations around pick up/drop off
locations

Environmental
Stewardship

Goal

• “Eco-lanes” similar to today’s HOV lanes for high occupancy, low emission vehicles that are CVenabled
• Connected Eco-Driving, Eco-Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control
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Table 6.4 • FHWA Scenario – Niche Service Growth

Safety and
Security
Maintenance and
Operations

• Incorporate into the ITS Master Plan and CAV strategy deployments
• Create asset management and tracking applications to auto notify life cycle and replacement
• Identify CV applications in transit/freight corridors where applications of Transit/Freight
Signal Priority (T/FSP) can be utilized, coordination can be established among public/private
transportation providers and travelers to improve the probability of successful transit/freight
transfers
• Develop maintenance tracking mechanism ties to performance measures
• Develop CV operational performance metrics to help prioritize investments in congested corridors
or along the congested travel patterns

Mobility and
Connectivity

• Develop a unified payment system for CAV and other modes of transportation
• Dynamic rerouting of transit to serve as mobility hubs into CAV niche areas
• Develop strategies around adding communication options such as dedicated short-range
communications, cellular V2X, and others.
• Consider transition plans for mixed-use to predominantly CAV use in niche markets
• Connect lower-income neighborhoods to job centers utilizing CAV network and ensure benefits are
equitably distributed across all segments of the population
• Promote CAVs for first mile/last mile to broaden transit availability
• Analyze workforce development issues associated with potential retraining needs for driver-based
professions and workforce development needs associated with CAV use and maintenance
• Update existing planning documents to include CAV mobility plans
• Develop CAV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers and
transportation deficient areas
• Develop a private industry partnership opportunity for areas such as data sharing, vehicle
operations, infrastructure development, etc.
• Focus on land designs that still prioritize the pedestrian and bicyclists and their interaction with
CAVs
• Develop a regional data use, access, security, and privacy plan that can foster improved CAV safety
and operations
• Create a context-sensitive plan to foster niche service growth that incorporates CAV only lanes into
distinct travel patterns
• Develop a public awareness campaign informing community of CAV benefits
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues

Environmental
Stewardship

• Identify CAV routes in areas of high congestion and multimodal utilization like Central Business
Districts (CBDs)
• Identify transit routes where CAV applications can warn transit bus operators when pedestrians are
in the intended path of the bus
• Identify safety applications focused around all forms of multimodal transportation, especially
freight and transit
• Develop CAV safety performance metrics to help prioritize corridors and enhance security

Economic
Competitiveness

Action

Community
Livability

Goal

•
•
•
•
•

Investigate a need for the development of a committee or board championing environmental issues
Develop standards and specifications that support environmental benefits agenda
Develop strategies for citywide and regionwide air quality goals around vehicle emissions
Identify targets based on penetration level for ACES
Develop infrastructure supporting following measures – smart parking, smart wayfinding to EV
charging, dynamic curb management, etc.
• Develop strategies supporting auto notification of the air quality to the cities and regions
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Table 6.5 • FHWA Scenario – Competing Fleets
Action
• Create a short, medium, and long-term strategy for integrating CAV impacts across internal job
functions for faster policy development and strategic positioning for investments and integration
• Develop a strategy for CAV safety and security that complement other ACES fleets to work in
conjunction
• Identify strategies for CAV network data security
• Develop plans for traffic incident management for both freeways, managed lanes, and non-freeway
network
• Develop CAV safety and security performance measures that complement other AES Fleets
• Incorporate CAV infrastructure upgrades into the ITS and CAV deployment plan to ensure
maintenance and operations of the system
• Develop strategies for CAV pavement markings, signs, and other infrastructure components
• Conduct a fleet penetration analysis for CAV to strategize on identifying funds for O&M for future
years
• Develop CAV performance measures to prioritize funding for CAV infrastructure O&M

Economic
Competitiveness

Plan for CAV infrastructure upgrades to support mobility and prioritize connectivity
Reroute transit to serve as mobility hubs into AV niche areas
Consider transition plans for mixed-use to predominantly CAV use
Develop CAV infrastructure support such as signal priorities and smart signals with infrastructure
upgrades
• Ensure benefits are equitably distributed across various context classifications
• Promote the safety, mobility, environmentally friendly, and service to all aspects of CAV niche areas
• Analyze workforce development issues associated with potential upgrades to the infrastructure and
working with vehicle onboard units
• Update documents for CAV deployment plan and include private sectors
• Develop CAV focus group by region to support various CAV applications per their regional needs
• Conduct a stakeholder engagement plan and developing workforces
• Identify a local champion as a resource for trends, opportunities, and information

Community
Livability

•
•
•
•

• Focus on land designs that still prioritize the pedestrian and bicyclists and their interaction with
CAV and infrastructure
• Develop strategies such as machine learning and artificial intelligence to make infrastructure safer
and livable
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues
• Create a context-sensitive CAV deployment for the region

Environmental
Stewardship

Mobility and
Connectivity

Maintenance
and Operations

Safety and Security

Goal

• Produce a regional CAV working group focused on environmental issues of the region
• Investigate the viability of a carbon zero infrastructure upgrade that also supports competing fleets
• Develop a tiered revenue plan to help reduce congestion along certain corridors or during certain
durations and peak hours that also supports other competing fleets
• Provide financial incentives for systems to communicate versus compete against one another for
improved operations and to help transition to a robo-transit future
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Table 6.6 • FHWA Scenario – Robo-Transit

Safety and Security

• Create a short, medium, and long-term strategy for robo-taxi penetration by region with CAV
infrastructure
• Develop security systems to prevent hacking of the robo-taxi and implement identity trust system
• Implement infrastructure maps to be used for robo-taxi for the safe operations and communications
with the roadway infrastructures
• Develop an incident management plan with robo-taxi and auto-notification to the first responders
• Develop the CAV rules of the road digitally for the robo-taxi and human-machine interactions
• Develop operational and safety metrics for CAV infrastructure deployment for robo-taxi

Maintenance and
Operations

• Incorporate into the CAV deployment plan and statewide and regional ITS architectures
• Consider re-use of existing infrastructure such as parking garages or lots for the robo-taxi
temporary staging and charging
• Develop dedicated lanes for robo-taxies that outnumbers the human driver lanes
• Collect infrastructure-related information from the robo-taxi using CAV infrastructure
• Use robo-taxi data for operational decision making for signals and freeway ramps
• Eliminate several infrastructure components such as dynamic message signs, signals, narrow lanes,
no guardrails, etc.

Mobility and
Connectivity

• Develop regional hubs for pick-ups and drop-offs of the passengers
• Equip the roadway infrastructures with high-end communication infrastructure and help support
robo-taxi operations
• Identify zones and regions for rob-taxi operations with connectivity to health care centers,
employment centers, educational institutes, etc.

Economic
Competitiveness

• Develop private agency partnerships for rob-taxi operations and maintenance
• Train the workforce to operate and manage infrastructure and robo-taxies
• Establish a CAV Working Group to focus on improving access to employment centers, major
destinations, and transportation deficient or transit-dependent areas
• Update existing documents to include in CAV mobility plan and congestion management plans for
the region
• Develop a public awareness campaign informing the community of AV benefits
• Identify a local champion as a resource for trends, opportunities, and information

Community
Livability

Action

• Focus on land designs based on context classification and regional needs to operate robo-taxies
• Develop a plan for regional data use, access, security, and privacy plan that can foster improved
CAV lane safety and operations
• Develop a transition plan that uses emerging technology to address equity issues
• Create a regional model with performance measure tracking specific to the region

Environmental
Stewardship

Goal

• Produce a regional robo-taxi operations plan to move people and goods
• Investigate robo-taxi emissions or carbon footprint to ensure participation
• Develop a tiered revenue plan to help reduce congestion along certain corridors or during certain
durations
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7. ELECTRIC VEHICLE PLANNING
The third component of ACES, electric vehicles, also requires careful planning and foresight. Recent
analysis has indicated that the shift to EV use is driven by improvement factors such as:
»

Driving Experience – Many electric vehicles provide better performance and acceleration than
internal combustion engine (ICE) powered vehicles while offering nearly silent operation.

»

Economy – With battery costs declining as they become more efficient, EVs are expected to
soon reach price parity with ICE vehicles and eliminate the need for oil changes and brake
service. Battery electric vehicles provide superior “well-to-wheel” efficiency compared to fossil
fuels, even when utilities generate electricity with coal, translating to lower energy costs of
operation. In combination with simpler drivetrains, life cycle cost of ownership savings can
justify higher initial vehicle purchase costs.

»

Environment – Higher energy efficiency translates to lower greenhouse gas emissions, as well
as zero emissions at the point of use. The environmental benefits of electrification depend
largely on the source of electricity used to charge vehicles. Based on the energy mix in Florida,
a mid-sized EV sedan produces less than half the carbon dioxide emissions per mile of a similar
ICE-powered vehicle.10 When powered by renewable sources, transportation can become
marginally carbon neutral.

While EVs represented only five percent of new car sales in late 2019, market share is growing rapidly as
batteries become cheaper, more models become available, and range anxiety is reduced with expanding
charging infrastructure. By 2030, battery-powered electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrids (PHEVs)
will seize almost a quarter of the market.11 This suggests that approximately one in ten light-duty
vehicles on the road in 2030 will be a BEV or a PHEV. Other hybrids are expected to be in the fleet as
well, increasing average fuel economy and displacing purely ICE-powered vehicles until they represent
a minority of new vehicle sales by 2030. Some governments, including 14 countries and 20 cities, are
complementing market forces by announcing bans of ICE sales by 2030 or later.
On-board energy storage is only part of the ecosystem needed to support transportation electrification.
Widespread adoption of EVs will place new stresses on power grids that were largely designed to
support daytime peak energy use, such as air conditioning of buildings on warm afternoons. Charging
equipment is the final link between the source of energy, such as a utility that burns fossil fuels or a
solar panel array, and the battery.
To provide convenience and freedom from range anxiety comparable to ICE vehicles, public charging
infrastructure will need to expand to nearly the level of ubiquity that gas stations offer today. However,
EV chargers need not be concentrated in public retail sites like gas pumps. Likewise, EVs are topped off
frequently rather than filled only when empty.
Most charging is done at home. A fully developed EV charging infrastructure will include residential
chargers in private homes, shared chargers in multi-family buildings and workplaces, public chargers at
shopping centers and other attractions, fleet chargers at municipal facilities and logistics centers, taxi
chargers at central garages and shared use mobility hubs, transit chargers at bus garages and along
bus routes, truck chargers at local delivery hubs and interstate truck stops, and personal mobility device
chargers operated by bikeshare and scooter share companies.

7.1. EV Planning Issues
How regions prepare for EVs involves many different aspects. Much of the shift to electric vehicles will
be market-driven when cost parity is reached. There are important roles for MPOs and their stakeholders
in facilitating adoption and addressing potentially negative effects, including disruption to traditional
motor fuel tax-based transportation funding sources.
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Public Charging Infrastructure
Many EV owners charge their vehicles at home using Level 1 or Level 2 charging equipment. In combination
with chargers that may be available at workplaces or other destinations, range anxiety can be managed
for most urban trips. Although EV motorists may be able to avoid paying for electricity costs away
from home and thereby keep per-mile expenses to a minimum, the vehicles’ greater efficiency allows
for considerable use of for-profit charging networks, such as ChargePoint, before per-mile operating
costs approach those of ICE-powered vehicles. To facilitate EV adoption for households in multifamily
buildings or that rely on street parking, there is a role for municipalities, electric utilities, and private
EV charging network operators to expand availability of shared or public chargers to on-street and offstreet parking areas. There is a role for MPOs and other planning agencies to broker the creation of
shared charging facilities in areas with concentrations of multi-family housing, such as neighborhood
EV carsharing or parking co-ops. Additionally, as a result of the VW Emissions Test Settlement, Electrify
America plans to spend its $2 billion funding allotment by 2026 over several cycles and aims to install
chargers 70 miles apart on all major roadways.12
Policies that provide or enable the use of funding and technical assistance for municipalities,
utilities, and private partners as they implement EV charging in the public right-of-way or in
off-street parking facilities can help to accelerate EV adoption.
Monetizing access to public parking facilities for privately provided EV chargers could also generate
revenue to offset declining parking revenues as automation and shared mobility advance (see Chapters
5 and 8).
Zoning ordinances, minimum parking requirements, building codes, permitting processes, and other
regulations can also create barriers to implementation of EV charging infrastructure. For example, many
cities are updating their zoning ordinances to clarify that EV charging spaces count toward minimum
parking requirements or even counting them as more than one space to provide an incentive for EV
adoption.13 Some municipalities are even requiring Level 2 chargers to be installed in a share of all new
parking spaces.
Policies that coordinate introduction of on-street charging infrastructure with recovery of
street space for other uses as AV adoption reduces parking demand (see Chapter 5) can help
to accelerate EV adoption while generating revenue for charging infrastructure or other uses.
Policies that streamline permitting by designating an EV charging infrastructure coordinator,
classifying Level 3 charging stations as accessory uses that do not trigger zoning reviews,
providing concurrent building code and electrical code reviews, and making the permitting
process transparent and electronic can reduce barriers to buildout of public and private EV
charging networks.
Power Grid Modernization
As a general rule of thumb, the impact of a Level 2 charger is comparable to adding an average sized
home to the local grid. Thus, adding 100 EVs (100 home equivalents) to a city is negligible. However,
adding 20 PEVs (20 home equivalents) to a subdivision with 100 residences is a 20 percent increase in
load requirements and may require upgrades to the subdivision’s localized distribution infrastructure.14
Many states are allowing utilities to introduce “time of use” EV charging rate structures that provide
incentives for charging during off-peak hours and coordination of charging times and current draws
between locations to manage spikes in demand.
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Policies that incorporate utilities as partners in the definition of needs and implementation
of supporting power grid infrastructure can speed buildout of public and private charging
networks.
Transit Electrification
The same motivations driving motorists to electrify apply to transit agencies: improved performance,
reduced operating costs, and environmental benefits. Recent advances in battery technology have
made full-size 40-foot and 60-foot buses practical to operate throughout a driver shift on a single
charge, sometimes augmented by en-route or end-of-route top-offs. Key considerations for transit
agencies in electrification studies include the degree to which vehicle capabilities allow operation of
each bus route without supplemental charging, modifications to schedules needed to accommodate
shorter shifts or longer layovers for charging, infrastructure requirements beyond the confines of
maintenance garages, and the net life cycle cost savings after appropriate strategies have been
developed for each route.
Policies that provide funding for transit electrification can reduce transit operating costs while
enhancing transit’s image as an environmentally responsible way to travel.
Electrification also applies to the growing ecosystem of shared mobility solutions that support fixedroute bus services. Many of these services work best when they come together at mobility hubs where
charging infrastructure for buses, autonomous shuttles, paratransit vans, shared taxis, personal
automobiles, shared e-bikes and e-scooters, and even personal electronic devices can support operation
of the ecosystem.
Planning activities that identify sites for potential mobility hubs, monitor electrificationinduced opportunities to acquire land (e.g., from consolidation or closure of gas stations)
and develop funding programs to support mobility hub development can help to realize
opportunities to make the transit ecosystem work better.
Fleet Electrification
As electrification scales to a wider variety of vehicle types and sizes, fleet operators can realize operating
cost savings and other benefits of EVs. Different fleets will find acceptable solutions in the marketplace
at different times based on vehicle capabilities and specific operating requirements. Some fleets that
already have proven business cases include public and private motor pools that use conventional light
duty cars and trucks, taxis, shuttle buses, school buses, and urban delivery vehicles.
Policies that establish timelines and incentives to shift taxi, ridesharing, and local delivery
fleets to EVs, such as reduced or waived license fees, curb access fees, and congestion
charges, can help to accelerate EV adoption.
Viable applications of BEV technology to long-haul trucks are expected to be on the market in the next
few years. Particularly when combined with automation and platooning, electric over the road trucking
offers the potential of significant cost savings that could drive rapid adoption.
Planning activities that identify locations and provide funding for improvements at
interchange points near major highway interchanges and truck stops to support EV truck
recharging, driver changes, and transitions from automated long-haul trips to human-driven
local deliveries (see Chapter 5) could promote local economic development.
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Transportation Funding
By 2030, EV adoption will have material effects on motor fuel tax revenues. Through the 2030s,
accelerating EV adoption driven by market forces and government mandates is likely to erode the tax
base further. Currently, more than half of states have already enacted EV registration fees ranging
from $50 to more than $300 per year to make up for some of the lost revenue. Debate exists that
lower taxation is needed to drive EV adoption and realize their benefits to society. Others argue that
EVs only accelerate the need for alternatives to motor fuel taxes, such as vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
fees which may reduce EV-buying incentives. Regardless, VMT fees have other advantages for funding
transportation infrastructure and managing congestion that are likely to result in federal and state
policies requiring vehicles to support revenue collection before EVs represent the majority of the vehicle
fleet. Because AVs are inherently equipped to track their mileage on different roads, automation is likely
to accelerate this trend (see Chapter 5).
Policies that build on VMT fees or other alternatives to motor fuel taxes as federal and
state mandated revenue collection mechanisms are introduced can help local transportation
agencies mitigate declining revenues from EV use over time.
Planning activities to define and implement variable VMT pricing to manage congestion,
encourage equitable ridesharing service delivery in low-income neighborhoods, zerovehicle, transportation disadvantaged, and achieve other local policy goals can improve both
transportation system performance and equity.
VMT fees also provide opportunities to use pricing to address social goals including congestion
management and equity. For example, variable pricing of roads based on traffic volumes or implementation
of cordon charges to limit vehicles entering downtown areas become relatively easy to implement when
vehicles are capable of tracking their own location, calculating fees, and reporting revenue obligations
to authorities. Likewise, providing fee waivers or discounts to reduce the cost of travel or encourage EV
taxi service in low-income neighborhoods is feasible in ways not possible with today’s motor fuel taxes.
Equity
The cost savings that electrification offers can help to reduce disparities in transportation options
between low-income households and others. At the same time, the local environmental benefits of less
noise and emissions can improve community health outcomes.
Policies that make EVs available to low-income households, such as through subsidized
vehicle purchase or financing incentives, carsharing, shared charging co-ops can advance
transportation equity goals.

7.2. Example EV Inclusion in Planning Activities
States and MPOs have synthesized these factors into planning activities and documents in varying ways.
Examples from across the nation on how states and regions are adapting to an electric transportation
future include:
Federal Clean Cities Community Readiness Studies
The U.S. Department of Energy launched a series of 16 projects led by MPOs and other local agency
grantees in 2011 under the Clean Cities Community Readiness and Planning for Plug-In Electric Vehicles
and Charging Infrastructure program that produced a body of work that is still largely relevant today. A
compilation of key findings and lessons learned provides links to specific studies that contain information
relevant to MPOs seeking to expand availability of charging infrastructure, understand power grid
modernization requirements, identify locations for public charging stations, develop model ordinances
and permitting processes, and conduct stakeholder and public education programs.15
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Most importantly, the studies provided:
»

Detailed recommendations and sample code language to overcome regulatory barriers to
installation of charging infrastructure, including at multi-family buildings and large employers,

»

Geographic evaluations of the number of charging stations needed, where stations should be
sited, and what level of power stations should provide,

»

The role of electric power utilities in planning for potential impacts of EV adoption on the
electrical grid, including impacts on local distribution infrastructure and on the ability of
existing generation capacity to meet electricity demand, designing rate structures to manage
electricity demand, and serving as a provider of charging stations,

»

Development of communications programs to increase familiarity with EVs and to train
municipal personnel, first responders, electricians, automobile dealerships, automotive
technicians, parking attendants, fleet managers, and the tourism industry on their roles in
supporting EV readiness and adoption in their communities.

Statewide Planning Studies
A number of state DOTs have performed studies to educate the public and other stakeholders on the
benefits of EV adoption, promote EV adoption as a competitive economic advantage, develop statewide
charging networks for long-distance travel, manage progress toward climate goals, and provide a
framework for state funding programs. Table 7.1 summarizes the content of selected statewide planning
studies. Additionally, Florida Statutes 339.287 and 338.236 requires the FDOT to create a master plan
for the development of electric vehicle supply equipment along the State Highway System by July 1,
2021.
Table 7.1 • Example Statewide EV Planning Studies
Describe EV
Benefits

Define
Charging
Locations

Explore
Utility
Impacts

X

X

State

Study

CA

California Plug-In Electric Vehicle
Infrastructure Projections: 2017- 202516

MN

Accelerating Electric Vehicle
Adoption17

X

X

OH

Electric Vehicle Charger Siting Study18

X

X

Identify
Funding
Programs

X

X

Smart City Initiative
Smart Columbus is the Smart City initiative for the Columbus, Ohio region. The city was awarded the
$40 million USDOT Smart City Challenge in 2016, which also came with a $10 million private grant
from the Paul G. Allen Family Foundation. Smart Columbus has developed a “Playbook” of initiatives to
advance smart mobility across the city and region, with a heavy emphasis on accelerating EV adoption.19
Actions include:
»

Fleet Electric Vehicle Adoption – Helping public and private sector organizations make the
switch to EVs to save money and cut their carbon footprint.

»

Ride & Drive Roadshow - Putting consumers behind the wheel of EVs to demonstrate the
benefits of electrification.

»

Electrified Dealer Program – Partnering with automobile manufacturers and dealers to
increase the availability of EV models in the region.

»

Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure - Growing the region’s network of electric vehicle
charging stations.
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»

Grid Modernization & Decarbonization - Partnering with power providers to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and modernize the electric grid.

These actions are intended to be easily incorporated by other areas when developing their own EV
plans.

7.3. Summary
Electrification of surface transportation is expected to advance a wide range of goals in MPO long-range
transportation plans. With adoption now past the early phases and becoming widespread, there is less
uncertainty about the timeframe when impacts can be expected and when supporting infrastructure
can be justified. MPOs are now able to advance a group of actions that are appropriate under a range
of adoption scenarios.
In some cases, MPOs serve as conveners and thought leaders to assemble stakeholders as they take
their respective roles in electrification. In other cases, MPOs serve as technical resources in studies
of power grid modernization needs, regional charging network implementation, and other issues that
can also bring public money to the table as appropriate. MPOs are also well positioned to be active
stakeholders in the transition from transportation funding based on motor fuel taxes to VMT fees or
other alternatives.
For those MPOs using scenario planning techniques as described earlier, Table 7.2 offers information
that could be included within common LRTP goals. The actions identified can be included in any of the
FHWA scenarios. As many EV functions rely strongly on other emerging technology functions, such as
AV, many proposed actions reflect this dependence on the different technologies. In some cases, such
as more rapid adoption of shared AV fleets in Niche Service Growth, Competing Fleets, or Robo-Transit
scenarios, the main difference will be more emphasis on siting maintenance bases and evaluating the
power grid impacts of concentrated charging locations for large fleets of electric vehicles.
Goal

Action

Safety
and
Security

• Facilitate training of first responders in the proper treatment of EVs involved in crashes, floods, and
other emergencies.

Maintenance and Operations

Table 7.2 • All FHWA Scenarios

• Facilitate studies of regional electric power generation and transmission grid capacity, regional EV
charging needs, role of renewable energy and emerging energy storage technologies in addressing
gaps, and public charging infrastructure needs.
• Broker partnerships between transportation agencies, electric utilities, fleet operators, and other
stakeholders to leverage transportation and other funding programs to address EV charging
infrastructure gaps.
• Develop funding programs to convert municipal motor pool, maintenance vehicles, school buses, and
other fleets to EVs, including financing approaches based on life cycle cost savings, in partnership
with utilities and clean energy agencies.
• Facilitate studies and funding partnerships to convert transit systems to electric buses and vans,
potentially in combination with automation (see Chapter 5) and bus rapid transit features.
• Build on VMT fees or other alternatives to motor fuel taxes as federal and state mandated revenue
collection mechanisms are introduced to preserve revenue streams for maintenance and operations.
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Mobility and Connectivity

• Designate a regional EV charging coordinator to manage public education programs, coordinate
with municipalities and fleet operators on charging infrastructure buildout and fleet conversions,
and manage funding programs.
• Develop model zoning ordinances, permitting processes, parking requirements, and other regulations
to help municipalities remove barriers to charging infrastructure installation.
• Convene member local governments to establish timelines and incentives to shift taxi, ridesharing,
and local delivery fleets to EVs, such as reduced or waived license fees, curb access fees, and
congestion charges.
• Consider center city bans of ICE-powered vehicles in combination with provision of adequate
charging infrastructure and transit options.
• Define and implement variable VMT pricing to manage congestion, encourage equitable ridesharing
service delivery in low-income neighborhoods, and achieve other local policy goals can improve
both transportation system performance and equity.

Economic
Competitiveness

• Provide technical assistance in the conversion of private fleets and provision of associated
EV charging facilities, including support for securing federal grants or other public funding as
appropriate, to private fleet operators, including major employers, trucking companies, logistics
firms, utilities, and other partners.
• Develop low-income EV purchase and carsharing programs to expand the benefits of lower cost
electric mobility to households that have difficulty financing a new vehicle. Coordinate with VMT fee
waivers or other pricing policies for essential workers or low-income communities to address equity
issues as appropriate.

Community
Livability

• Provide funding and technical assistance to municipalities, utilities, and private partners as they
implement EV charging in the public right-of-way or in off-street parking facilities.
• Conduct or support studies to coordinate introduction of on-street charging infrastructure with
recovery of street space for other uses as AV adoption reduces parking demand.
• Work with municipalities to establish timelines and incentives for conversion of taxi, rideshare, and
local delivery fleets to EVs.

Environmental
Stewardship

• All of the above activities promote favorable environmental outcomes by advancing the shift to EVs
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8. SHARED-USE VEHICLE PLANNING
A shared-use vehicle is a vehicle, bicycle, or other travel mode as an innovative transportation strategy
that enables users to have short-term access to a mode of transportation on an as-needed basis. SUVs
will likely have a broad impact on everything from travel characteristics, land use, and everything in
between. The shift to shared-use vehicles (SUV) is driven by improvement factors such as:
»

The potential to dramatically change the transportation landscape and influence how the
public moves throughout our cities and regions.

»

Shift vehicle ownership models and better utilize vehicle fleets.

»

Maximize use of public right-of-way (ROW) and reduce space requirements for parked vehicles.

SUV adoption addresses many of the standard MPO LRTP goal categories identified in the Guidance
for Assessing Planning Impacts and Opportunities of Automated, Connected, Electric and Shared-Use
Vehicles (September 2018) as described in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 • Standard MPO Long-Range Transportation Goal Categories

Safety and
Security

Ideally, all shared vehicle fleets will become autonomous and connected thus providing safer
alternatives to traditional vehicles. By evaluating origin-destination patterns for shared-use vehicles
such as bikes or scooters, planning agencies may determine that revised typical sections may be
appropriate to allow for, or encourage, more shared-use utilization derived from typicals that provide
physical separation from other traffic. Similarly, dedicating on-street curb parking for shared-use
vehicles can provide additional safe operating and storage areas.

Maintenance and
Operations

Shared-use vehicles have the potential to reduce individual operating costs by spreading the cost of
ownership as well as operations and maintenance of various modes across a pool of users. Shared
use models are rapidly being implemented through micromobility in scooter and bicycle sharing.
As this shift continues into other vehicular modes, point to point travel is expected to improve in
efficiency and reliability without the need to park. Designating bike or scooter corrals and enforcing
regular corral device parking maintenance will help provide improved maintenance and operations
both for the shared use vehicle systems and the roadway network.

Mobility and
Connectivity

Action

Shared-use services aim to expand and enhance mobility and connectivity for all users. Shared-used
services may particularly be used to expand mobility for users with limited transportation options
today. For example, on-demand transit has the ability to enhance “first and last mile” barriers to
fixed route transit, paratransit systems can be improved to be more tailored to individual’s trip needs
while maximizing vehicle efficiency, and transit paradigms may shift as shared AVs become a cheaper
alternative to long or mid-sized low productivity fixed-route options. Planning agencies should
evaluate where shared-use vehicles can help provide affordable mobility options for transportation
underserved areas in an effort to improve neighborhood connectivity.

Economic
Competitiveness

Goal

Shared-use models will help AVs, CVs, and EVs become more accessible to a wider range of users who
otherwise may not have access to existing transportation or advanced vehicle technologies. These
ownership models can also help reduce overall costs thus making them more competitive against
private ownership models. Reduction in congestion and improved travel time reliability will support
economic growth potential of areas by allowing efficient and reliable mobility, as well as, potentially
increasing available land for development through reduced parking needs and requirements.
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Community
Livability

Shared use of vehicles will minimize the overbuilding of private vehicle infrastructure needs.
Developing an effective shared-use vehicle plan will focus to be put on the mobility of people (rather
than vehicles) at the center of transportation planning and decision-making. Improved physical,
digital, and financial access to shared transportation will make mobility more accessible by all users
and improve overall community livability.

Environmental
Stewardship

As efficiencies are improved through shared-use models and EV technology, regions can achieve
a reduction in pollutants. SUVs are also expected to reduce physical infrastructure needs, further
reducing environmental impact

8.1. SUV Planning Issues
The shift to shared-use models will be driven by cost efficiencies for both consumers and fleet operators.
There are important roles for MPOs and their stakeholders to play in facilitating adoption of shareduse models and addressing potentially negative effects, including transit market creep, limited shift to
shared rides from single-occupant trips, and “empty” trips or vehicle-miles traveled with no passengers.
Incentive Zoning
Finding and leasing parking spaces in urban areas can be difficult and time consuming for carsharing
operators. For developers, each parking space can cost upwards of tens of thousands of dollars to
construct.
Providing designated, on-street parking spaces is one example of how city planners can
support shared mobility. Cities can also ease zoning regulations and parking minimums to
promote the inclusion of shared mobility in new developments.
Commonly referred to as incentive zoning for shared mobility, these policies can be categorized as (1)
policies that enable reduced parking and (2) policies that allow increased density. Policies that allow
reduced parking include parking reductions (downgrading the required number of spaces in a new
development) and parking substitution (substituting general-use parking for shared modes, such as
carsharing parking and bikesharing kiosks).20
Travel Demand Management
In addition to amending local zoning and building codes, variances, and special use permits, shared
mobility can be incorporated as part of transportation demand management (TDM) planning. Many
TDM measures offer similar incentives to developers and property owners for the inclusion of shared
mobility and other TDM measures in residential, commercial, and mixed-use projects.
Developers can be granted bonuses for the inclusion of other on-site amenities, such as
bicycle parking, bicycle lockers, showers, and preferential or free parking for carpools and
vanpools.
Insurance
Municipalities looking to employ shared mobility in their communities should pay close attention to
insurance policies affecting these services. Insurance regulations can make shared modes cost prohibitive
or they can prohibit operations in a jurisdiction altogether. Although these policies may not fall directly
under the purview of local jurisdictions, local governments should understand the critical role these
policies have on shared mobility, especially if urban planners want to encourage shared mobility and the
environmental, social, and transportation benefits often associated with several shared modes.21
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Public Right-of-Way
Allocation of public right-of-way is one of the primary methods that regional and municipal entities can
influence shared used mobility and growth. Various local governments and public agencies across the
U.S. have deployed a combination of formal and informal policies to allocate ROW to shared use modes.
Policies can address how shared-use modes and services are defined; allocation of curb space,
lanes, and parking; management of operators and service providers; valuation of ROW, and
administration issues including permitting, maintenance, enforcement, and signage.
SUV Taxation
Uncertainty around the prevalence of shared-use modes, primary users, and trip definition has led to a
wide variety of ways shared-use modes to be taxed at a state and local level. Shared-use modes often
encounter local and state sales taxes on transportation and mobility, rental car taxes, transaction fees
and per-use excise taxes, and miscellaneous taxes applied to shared mobility.
MPOs can help inventory and translate policies across the region, as well as help to support
policy and legislation that more clearly defines SUVs, particularly related to taxation policy.
Equity and Access
SUVs have the potential to expand mobility options for a wide range of the population that is currently
limited by the cost of transportation or access to transportation. Shared-use mobility can be especially
valuable to low-income and moderate-income communities that spend a large portion of household
income on transportation costs. The majority of transportation costs in traditional transportation
models comes from the cost of private vehicle ownership. SUVs across a variety of modes can help
reduce transportation costs and expand mobility for users. However, current pilots and SUV models
across the country are mostly utilized by younger, well-educated, and upper-income consumers.22
Many communities are beginning to incentivize or require operators to deploy in certain markets and
ensure that services are accessible to special populations (low-income, unbanked, English-as-a-second
language, etc.). Four common equity challenges associated with shared mobility include:
»

Un- and Under- Banked Households: Services may require debit or credit cards for fare
payment or may require a credit hold to use a service (Shaheen & Cohen, 2018).

»

Digital Divide: Shared mobility services may require a smartphone or high-speed data
packages to access services. Low-income and rural households may not be able to afford a
smartphone or data access or lack data coverage to access services.

»

Accessibility: Not all shared mobility services may be accessible for people with disabilities.
This could include wheelchair accessible vehicles or accessible shared micromobility devices,
accommodations for service animals, incorporating universal design into all modes and appbased services, and preventing shared mobility services from blocking ADA curbs and ramps.

»

Low-Income Affordability: Shared mobility can be expensive in comparison to walking,
cycling, and public transportation. SUVs should be affordable to low-income households and
neighborhoods.23

Data Collection, Analysis, and Dissemination
Access to data and information on SUVs and services allows public agencies to better understand
and plan for SUVs. Data can generally be classified into two types: real-time data (continuous access
to a live feed of data) and historical data (data reported in periodic intervals and stored for future
review).24Access to private data is, therefore, a major interest of MPOs planning the ways in which
people travel and how travel characteristics may be changing.25
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Data collection can be difficult due to differences in service models, collection methods, private
contracts, and security concerns. Agencies are addressing data sharing through a variety of different
models including:
»

Data Sharing as a Requirement for Permits

»

Open Source Data Sharing

»

Third Party Data Sharing

8.2. Example SUV Inclusion in Planning Activities
How MPOs have synthesized these planning factors into policies can vary. In addition to the recent
Florida MPO examples provided in Section 4, there are other good examples from across the nation on
how regions are adapting to and fostering shared-use models.
SANDAG Regional Plan 2021
The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) structured their 2021 regional plan around “5
Big Moves” (Figure 2). This initiative includes an emphasis on SUVs identified in the plan as “Flexible
Fleets.” The 5 Big Moves embody transformative transportation strategies that reimagined the future
of transportation in San Diego. The 5 Big Moves include:
Figure 2: SANDAG’s 5 Big Moves

» Complete Corridors: Smart, connected routes that
accommodate all modes of transportation
» Transit Leap: A complete network of high-capacity,
high-speed, and high-frequency transit services
» Mobility Hubs: places of connectivity where a
variety of travel options come together for a
seamless travel experience
» Flexible Fleets: On-demand, shared, electric
vehicles that connect to transit and provide
personalized transportation
» Next Operating System (OS): The “brain” of the
transportation network that manages systems in
real time.
Portland, Oregon
Portland, Oregon has included shared mobility into long-range planning by beginning with data collection
which guides forecasting. In Portland, shared mobility modes were added to travel surveys as the MPO
and Portland Metro (Metro) began the next cycle of model updates. This will allow the regional model
to analyze how shared mobility users might respond to changes in pricing, expansion in service areas,
new transit services, or new bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Metro is planning to pair the household
survey data with other data sources they are exploring as TNC providers and bikesharing is already
in widespread use in the region. Metro is exploring use of data gathered by the Portland Bureau of
Transportation (PBOT) and the Port of Portland for TNC regulatory purposes, as well as data from the
transit provider, Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet), the City of Portland,
and other agencies that have agreements with ridesourcing companies. They hope to use this data to
assess what modes TNC trips might be substituting.
In addition to updating the type of data collected, Portland Metro has begun to consider changing the
frequency at which they collect data, possibly substituting the 5-10 year travel survey with something
more that combines data from multiple annual surveys with smaller sample sizes to keep results up to
date.
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8.3. Summary
SUV’s emerging growth coupled with innovative and undefined service models have increased the
need for public policy guidance. Many different partners are needed when developing new shared use
policies. Figure 3 shows the factors (within the blue circles) and diversity of groups (within the red
circles) needed to represent the diverse interests of stakeholders.
Figure 3: Shared Use Vehicle Partners

A key planning implication of SUV models revolves around
the rate at which shared-use vehicles or fleets are adopted by
the larger market in the future. As described in the Guidebook
(Table 14, FDOT MPO ACES Guidebook), several of the scenarios
project a relatively small deployment of SUV trips (around
20% in urban areas and 5-10% in rural areas). On the higher
end of the FHWA scenario spectrum, assuming “maximum
plausible change” (Competing Fleets and Robo Transit) shareduse models are deployed on a much wider scale and represent
the majority of trips in the region (85%). Based on these FHWA
scenario definitions, SUV policies are organized into two main
groups of policies, as seen in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Two-level Shared-Use Policy Considerations for FHWA Scenarios

Tables 8.2 and 8.3 provide sample shared use policies that are aligned with the two levels of shared
use vehicle trips within FHWA’s six scenarios. These tables are intended to be a menu of policy options
that align with LRTP vision and goals. Table 8.3 includes all of the policies in Table 8.2 unless otherwise
stated.
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Table 8.2 • Menu of Shared-Use Mobility Policies Aligned with Level 1 FHWA Scenarios

»
»
»

Slow Roll
Enhanced Driver Experience (Managed Automated Lane Network & Ultimate Traveler Assist)
Driver Becomes Mobility Consumers (Niche Service Growth)

Safety and Security

Data Collection, Analysis, and Dissemination Policies - MPOs can lead thoughtful
discussions surrounding shared-use models and serve as a knowledge center for pilots
and programs throughout the state.
›

Develop an inventory of programs and pilots. Objectively review programs and
disseminate lessons learned and successful service models.

›

Negotiate access to shared mobility usage data to understand origin-destination
patterns and equity issues.

›

Use model and off-model approaches to estimating shared mobility impacts.

Information Technology Policies
›

Work with private industry (carshare/ rideshare/ micromobility) for shared access to
ridership data.

Safety Policies
› Change speed limits (highway, arterials) to better accommodate SUV or consider
different limits on SUV-only lanes

Maintenance and Operations

›

Update training criteria to improve awareness about the advantages, limitations, and
operation of shared vehicles.

Public ROW Policies - MPOs can guide the conversation around public right-of-way
(ROW) allocation and management. Appropriate space allocation and policies for shareduse mobility can help facilitate and grow demand and access to shared-use modes. Policy
considerations include:
›

Transparent process for allocating space, particularly when multiple operators are
seeking ROW from public agencies.

›

Strategic limits or thresholds should be identified for space allocation for shared-use
modes. This may include general guidelines or regulations that designate minimum
space allocations for multiple modes of travel (public transit, freight movement,
pedestrians, bicycles, general purpose traffic, and shared transportation options)
or it may include regulation of curb space, pickup/drop off zones, or high-demand
transportation areas/corridors.

Operational Partnerships
› Partnerships to enhance SUV services similar to today’s carpooling programs.
›

Partnerships for public agency promotion of SUV similar to today’s carpooling
programs.
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Mobility and Connectivity

Equity & Access Policies - Shared-use models can expand mobility and equity, but
policies and programs should also be designed to address regional goals and objectives.
›

Develop payment options that are available for un- and under-banked households.

›

Support households who may not have access to data plans through public
infrastructure with free Wi-Fi.

›

Ensure that providers are complying with ADA accessibility guidelines for people with
disabilities. For example, ensure wheelchair accessible vehicles or accessible shared
micromobility devices, accommodations for service animals, incorporating universal
design into all modes and app-based services, and preventing shared mobility services
from blocking ADA curbs and ramps.

›

Set performance targets and work with providers to gather data and track equity
targets. Examples include demographics of shared mobility users, spatial distribution
of locations served, demographics of areas served, and cost per trip or cost per mile.

Mobility & Alternative Modes Policies
› Promote the development of uses and facilities that enable and encourage mobility by
alternative modes to the automobile; including businesses that sell, service, rent, and
share bicycles or scooters or offer rideshare, flex vehicle leasing and rental services.

Economic Competitiveness

Dedicated Lanes Policies
› Highway and arterial lanes as appropriate for the exclusive use of shared use vehicles
Taxing Policies
› Tax policies on SUVs to reduce TNC demand, mitigate congestion, and increase
revenue for a variety of purposes. This is an opportunity to regulate the supply of
TNC’s to better meet community demand.
›

Region or Mega-region consistency for SUVs to register with a regulatory agency (e.g.,
public utilities commissions, departments of insurance, parking authorities) to legally
operate.

Road and Curb Management Policies
› Priority curb space for car sharing, alternative fuel vehicles, urban delivery fleets
(e-trikes/bikes), etc.
›

Dynamic or static pricing of curbside parking/drop off/pick up, including urban
deliveries 		

›

Deploy active curbside management

Multi-Purpose Fleets Policies
› Examine innovative opportunities to combine goods movements and passenger services
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Community Livability

Parking Policies
› Regional parking policy for “On-street pricing (all vehicles, or by type, “Off-street
parking pricing (public and private; lots, park n ride, shopping centers; all vehicles, or
by type)
›

Allocation, caps, fees and permits and enforcement.

›

Reduce the minimum automobile parking requirements for buildings with bike parking
or program and infrastructure for SUVs.

Regional Travel Demand Management (TDM) Policies
› Fee on shared-vehicle trips based on occupancy if done by the transit agency.
›

Subsidies for private transportation services- microtransit, vanpool, SUVs, etc.

›

Subsidy on micromobility to and from transit		

›

Subsidies for all riders or specific groups (students, youth, elderly, low-income, etc.).

Environmental
Stewardship

Equity and Accessibility Policies
› Pick up/Drop off by curb ramps with appropriate way finding for improved accessibility
for those with disabilities
›

Connect shared mobility to land use planning

›

Develop programs and facilities, such as bike or scooter share, that encourage short
trips to be made by walking or biking.

›

Encourage car share, bike share, or scooter share programs within planned
development areas through partnership with car sharing or bike sharing entities.
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Table 8.3 • Menu of Shared-Use Mobility Policies Aligned with Level 2 FHWA Scenarios
Driver Becomes Mobility Consumers (Competing Fleets + Robo Transit)

No additional considerations

No additional considerations

Facilitate equity programs and partnerships between lower levels of government and
private vendors. MPOs can also facilitate knowledge transfer by integrating shared
mobility vendors into the regional planning process as technical advisory committee
members. Finally, MPOs can deploy pilot projects to identify how shared mobility can
help regions achieve equity goals.

›

Subsidies for shared mobility (e.g., first- and last-mile subsidies for paratransit and
connections to public transit).

›

Any certified connected system gets signal priority.

›

Tax or other price incentives for higher use or service with disadvantaged community.

›

Integrated payment between modes.

›

Tax incentives for fleet mix being EV.

›

Decrease in single-occupant drivers.

›

Increase in transit mode share.

›

Increase in zero-vehicle households.

Environmental
Stewardship

›

Economic
Competitiveness

Equity & Access Policies - Shared-use models can expand mobility and equity, but policies
and programs should be designed to address regional goals and objectives.

Community
Livability

Mobility and Connectivity

Maintenance and Safety and
Operations
Security

»
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